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Executive Summary 
The City of Sydney aspires to maintain its position as a green, global and connected city. Among a 
number of strategic directions identified to achieve this are a city for pedestrians and cyclists and 

integrated transport for a connected city (City of Sydney, 2014a). These directions are directly 
related to the way people navigate and experience the city as pedestrians as walking are the 
dominant way of travelling within the CBD. Approximately, a million people commute to the CBD 
every day by public transport and the last leg of most of these journeys is completed on foot. 90% of 
trips within the CBD are undertaken entirely on foot (NSW Government, 2013a). Inclusive pedestrian 
access is therefore essential to delivering the City’s vision. 

The City of Sydney is currently revising and reviewing its policies relating to access and the design 
of public spaces. Central to this effort is the Draft Public Domain Access Policy. Amongst initiatives 
to improve access is an online accessibility map which provides information to help pedestrians to 
make informed choices about their journeys. The City has expressed a desire to map routes between 
significant destinations in the CBD. At this stage only some of an initial list of 20 routes have been 
mapped and this information is not currently shown on the City’s online accessibility map.  

The first step in providing people with the information they need to navigate the city is identifying the 
factors that influence people’s journey choice. The primary aim of our research is therefore: 

To identify a comprehensive range of factors that can help to inform people’s choices of 
accessible pedestrian routes within the City of Sydney. 

The research has been guided by the following question: 

What information about the urban environment do people with different access and mobility 
requirements need or value when making decisions about the most accessible pedestrian 
route to take? 

The research can assist the City in expanding its criteria for accessible and inclusive walking routes, 
informing future mapping of routes between key locations, and providing guidance to people with 
various access needs about the selected routes.  

Approach 

A three stage approach was employed to address the research aim and answer the research 
question.  

Discovery Stage  
In this stage the team conducted a literature review (academic and policy) to establish a theoretical 
framework for understanding accessibility challenges and the information required by people with 
diverse accessibility needs to navigate the built environment.  

Most contemporary policies have developed in the context of the ‘social model’ disability (Oliver 
1990, 2013) which focuses on the removal of external barriers to accessibility. The social model can 
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result in generic ‘Universal Design’ approaches (Boys 2014) which emphasise physical aspects of 
the built environment and risk overlooking the personal reality of people’s lives (Clare 2001, Paterson 
and Hughes 1999). The team has sought to develop a theoretical framework that balances the 
current policy emphasis on physical access needs with other dimensions of accessibility highlighted 
in the literature.  

Four key dimensions to access as discussed by Akkar (2005) and Akkar Ercan and Oya Memluk 
(2015) were chosen as the foundation for the framework:  

• Physical access: the extent to which all people are physically able to be present; 

• Social access: the perception of being welcome (or unwelcome) in the space, which people 
may form in response to a range of symbolic cues;  

• Access to activities: people’s ability to initiate or participate in activities in the space that are 
relevant and appealing to them; and  

• Access to information: the availability of relevant information about the processes by which 
space is created and controlled. 

Of these four dimensions, access to information is of particular relevance to this study. 

Burton and Mitchell (2006) suggest that perceptions of accessibly are influenced by six criteria: 

• Safety 

• Legibility 

• Comfort  

• Familiarity 

• Distinctiveness 

• Physical accessibility 

Each of these criteria place particular requirements on elements in the built environment. Drawing on 
academic literature, the research team identified an inventory of twelve key elements that impact on 
people's experience of accessibility in the public domain. Each element relates to one or more of 
Burton and Mitchell’s six criteria for accessibility.  

 Key Element   Relevant criteria (from Burton and Mitchell, 2006) 

• Landmarks    Legibility, Familiarity, Distinctiveness 

• Signage   Safety, Legibility 

• Terrain, paths & circulation Safety, Legibility, Comfort, Familiarity,  

Distinctiveness, Physical Accessibility  

• Nodes (decision points)  Legibility, Familiarity, Distinctiveness 

• Zones, character and edges Safety. Legibility, Comfort, Familiarity, Distinctiveness 

• Amenities & Shelter  Safety, Legibility, Comfort, Physical Accessibility 

• Activities   Safety. Legibility, Comfort, Familiarity, Distinctiveness 

• Lighting    Safety. Legibility, Distinctiveness, Physical Accessibility 
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• Green networks   Legibility, Comfort, Distinctiveness 

• Travel time & distance  Comfort, Physical Accessibility 

• Separation of pedestrians Safety, Legibility, Comfort, Physical Accessibility 

• Co-located alternatives  Legibility, Comfort, Physical Accessibility 

The four dimensions of accessibility and the list of twelve key elements has provided the theoretical 
framework used to structure our research.  

The final part of research preparations conducted in the Discovery Stage was the scoping of 
possible routes for fieldwork investigation and route mapping. The City of Sydney provided the team 
with a short list of four possible routes. The team identified routes between Town Hall Station and the 
Harbourside Shopping Centre at Darling Harbour as most suitable for further investigation. 

Research Stage  
During the Research Stage the team conducted walkthroughs with eight participants with diverse 
accessibility needs to explore the information they required for making route choices. A fieldwork 
plan informed by the theoretical framework was prepared. The fieldwork has providing significant 
insights into the extremely nuanced way the fieldwork participants perceive the city environment.  

The following participants were recruited: 

• A blind guide dog user, 

• two visually impaired walking cane users, 

• a mobility scooter user,  

• a wheelchair user with visual impairment,  

• a nine-year-old child, 

• an elderly person, and  

• a single adult with child in pram. 

The research team prioritised participants with diverse access needs. It was not possible to recruit a 
participant with hearing impairment in the time available. 

This data was collected in a five step process through: 

1. Pre-walkthrough questionnaire, requiring specific responses about demographic information, 
frequency and usual purpose of visit to the CBD, questions relating to the four dimensions of 
accessibility, and an open question recording general comments. 

2. Pre-walkthrough interview, requiring participants to select a preferred route from the four 
alternatives and provide reasons that influenced their route choice and highlight any additional 
information they may require; 

3. Observations and discussions during the walkthrough, noting in detail the participants’ 
experiences and observations on barriers and positive experiences. As an exception, an 
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interview was conducted for a participant using a guide dog as the dog was unfamiliar with the 
proposed routes.  

4. Post-walkthrough exercise, involving sorting 28 photographs of elements from the proposed 
routes as positive, negative or neutral features and then selecting the five best and five worst 
elements, giving reasons. Participants with vision impairment discussed and ranked the five best 
and five worst elements of their walk, giving reasons. 

5. Post-walkthrough interview, involving summary questions about the walkthrough experience as 
well as what supplementary information could be added to the City’s accessibility map to help 
people make informed choices on walking routes.  

The field work data was organised, analysed and findings reported. Quantitative and qualitative data 
was used to describe the common needs of participants with different accessibility needs. 
Qualitative findings were presented in narrative form for each walkthrough to capture the diversity of 
our participants.  

The responses from the questionnaire, interview and post-walk exercise, and general observations 
from the walkthroughs were compared to the four dimensions of accessibility and twelve key 
elements identified in the Discovery Stage. This analysis demonstrated that people with different 
access and mobility challenges need or value information about landmarks, activities, terrain, travel 
time & distance for route planning over and above other elements.  

Analysis across the four dimensions of accessibility identified during the Discovery Stage presented 
the following conclusions   

• Physical Accessibility: The majority of participants identified path surfaces and widths, lack of 
and poorly aligned kerb ramps, and the presence of obstacles as key barriers that impact on 
accessibility to public spaces. Despite the challenges, participants displayed a degree of 
courage in navigating the public domain and most often relied on assistance to overcome them. 

• Social Accessibility: Half the participants felt welcome and safe in the CBD due to various 
factors including parks and green space, retail activity and places of interest. These factors 
influenced their choice of walking route. 

• Access to Activities: Activities were noted as both positive and negative for their impacts on 
route choice. Activities in general evoked a positive association with safety, welcome, way 
finding, and cultural participation. Several participants prioritised the positive aspects of these 
activities over their negative impacts on access. 

• Access to Information: Just over half of participants planned their walking routes fairly or very 
carefully. In planning walking routes, the most important factors the participants highlighted were 
time, distance and terrain. Participants wanted to understand details about the terrain including 
number of stairs, degree of incline and whether there was the option to use a lift or escalator. 
Participants discussed a number of ways which they obtain information including street maps 
(paper and Google Maps), radio announcements (about events) and transport information lines / 
websites. Many participants identified apps (smart-phone applications) or other digital media as 
the most preferred way of accessing information about route choice. During the walkthroughs, 
participants found simple directional signage most helpful. Most participants thought that 
inclusion of information on nature of paths, location of rest places, landmarks, activities, distance 
and travel time on maps would contribute to inclusion and accessibility.  
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Of the twelve, only nine elements appear in the data and seem to exert any influence on route choice 
or experience. These were Terrain, Activities, Landmarks, Travel Time and Distance, Alternative choice 
of Routes, Signage, Green Networks, Amenities and others which had only an occasional reference. 

Activities: The results of the research supported ‘activity’ as a fundamental component of a user’s 
experience of accessibility, highlighting enjoyment, safety, sense of welcome, way-finding and 
participation as key outcomes. Most participants cited activities as the reason they visit the CBD and 
noted that being able to access information about activities was important to them. Interestingly, the 
results illustrated that although some activities resulted in negative impacts on users’ physical 
accessibility, in most cases they would trade that discomfort for the rich experiences the city offered. 

Terrain, paths and circulation are elements of physical accessibility that impact on the comfort and 
safety of users, and also on their ability to navigate and move quickly along a selected route (Sawyer 
& Bright 2004). Terrain was most frequently raised as a negative element due to uneven surfaces, 
narrow paths, lack of kerbs, steep inclines and trip hazards making pedestrian movement difficult. 
The participants also highlighted positive features of terrain which can provide a pleasant 
experience, particularly when paths are wide, there is adequate separation between pedestrians, 
cycles and cars, inclines are manageable and surfaces are in good condition. They expressed the 
need for more information about directness of route, uneven path surfaces, difficult kerbs and 
obstacles, number of steps at stairs, gradient details, trip hazards and path width to help inform 
route choices.  

Time and distance: Many participants made route choice decisions based on perceptions of journey 
time and distance. For walking to be as quick and convenient for users with accessibility needs, 
information on terrain, traffic congestion / signalised crossing waiting time, and on-street activities must 
be provided and evaluated by users in order to choose the most achievable and direct route. 

Landmarks: Landmarks serve as an orientation cue and can bring legibility and familiarity to the 
public domain (Burton & Mitchell 2006).  They act as mental placeholders in the wayfinding process 
and break a complex task into manageable parts as well as bringing enjoyment to physically 
accessing the city. Landmarks can support wayfinding especially if they are associated with 
signage, information panels and kiosks. However, open spaces around landmarks can also present 
challenges for visually impaired people when there is not an easily discernible path of travel. 
Participants enjoyed the routes that were accessible with elements of activity, and particularly routes 
that provide choices between stairs, and lifts. 

Recommendations Stage 
Our recommendations summarise the most important information people told us they need, propose 
a method for obtaining and recording this information, and demonstrate how this could be 
communicated to the public through further development of the City of Sydney Accessibility map 
and other resources. 

The recommendations can be implemented either directly by the City or in partnership with other 
agencies, for example in collaboration with private sector IT partners already involved in providing 
publically accessible navigation software resources.    

Map Content  
We recommend that the City consider expanding the range of elements included on the accessibility 
map to include the features listed below:  
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In addition to obtaining and recording information for journey planning, mapping these features also 
provides an important resource that can inform public realm design standards such as those in the 
Draft Public Domain Access Policy, and strategies for day-to-day place management to support 
access and inclusion.  

Route Mapping Method 
The research team has developed a route mapping tool which sets out a method and format for 
recording the additional accessibility map information described above.  

The tool follows an eight step process to record observations and information on selected routes 
through a combination of desktop research and fieldwork, with data entered into an excel database. 
The time taken in fieldwork is minimised by limiting field work to Step 3. We estimate that using the 
tool requires no more than 4 hours to gather and collate the required information. The tool was tested 
on Route A (Town Hall Station to Harbourside Shopping Centre, via Market Street) the most popular 
choice for participants during fieldwork. Further details are included in the recommendation chapter 
and Appendices 2, 3 and 4. 

Choice of Routes 
We recommend expanding the City of Sydney’s current list of routes so that the accessibility map 
can eventually provide information on connectivity across a wider range of CBD destinations. We 
recommend the City: 

• Conduct further research with users who experience significant barriers to accessibility in 
the public domain to identify routes for future mapping, and to prioritise routes where there is 
most community interest. 

Map Format 
We recommend the following relatively simple adjustments to improve the functionality of the current 
map: 

activities • Frontages with one or more cafes with and without outdoor seating  
• Frontages with retail activities 
• Children’s playgrounds 
• Locations consistently used for buskers  

terrain • Uneven path surface/s 
• Difficult kerbs and trip hazards 
• Physical obstacles 
• Narrow path width 

distance 
and time 

• Total distance between start and end points of walks 
• Total (typical) travel time between start and end points of walks 
• Distance between decision points 

Landmarks 
and points 
of interest 

• Information panels and kiosks (including hours of operation) 
• Points of interest 
• Parks and major public spaces 
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• Replacing the existing heavily shaded and foreshortened photographic background to 
improve legibility; 

• Rigorous coding of map data to ensure compatibility with audio transcription software; 

• Ensuring that all street locations are recorded in list view as well as map view; and 

• That the map is further developed to include route descriptions. 

The City of Sydney has developed the accessibility map as an independent web-based resource 
however the research highlights that people use a wide variety of web-based and smartphone app-
based resources. We recommend that the City: 

• Explore opportunities to share the data collected for the accessibility map so that it can be 
accessed by users of other route mapping platforms on Open Data principles;  

• Consider opportunities to augment the functionality of the City of Sydney map with data from 
other platforms; and 

• Explore opportunities to coordinate the further development of the accessibility map with 
related projects such as the Guide Dogs NSW/ACT GPS app and the City of Sydney’s 
Sydney Culture Walks App; 

Route mapping data limitations 
The route mapping tool has been developed to capture a snap shot of information valid at the time 
route mapping is carried out. We recommend the City consider updating the information at regular 
intervals and at different times of the day to record the range and frequency of activities. It would be 
useful to display the information collection cycle on the map to manage user expectations regarding 
the currency of information. This could be displayed alongside the existing disclaimer which states 
that the information is not guaranteed to be comprehensive and up to date. Journey lengths have 
been presented both as distance and journey time. Journey time will vary for each user and the 
accessibility map should display a note explaining that actual walking times may be different 
depending on street conditions and personal mobility. 

Access Data Sharing to Support Urban Governance  
The City of Sydney operates a corporate asset management system through which existing 
infrastructure is geo-coded and construction works are logged. There may be scope for information 
collected for the accessibility map to be used to inform the program of works on the asset 
management system. Similarly, there may be scope for public realm improvements managed 
through the asset management system to be reported through updates to the accessibility map. 

We recommend that the City: 

• Conduct further research into the feasibility of integrating accessibility map information with 
its existing corporate asset management system. 

• Consider how community expectations should be managed if accessibility mapping and 
asset management systems are linked. 

Our policy review highlights how a large number of government and non-government bodies impact 
on accessibility in the CBD. The limitations of existing compliance-based prescriptive codes and 
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standards present a challenge to achieving an integrated and holistic approach to accessibility for 
ensuring equitable access in the City. 

The City of Sydney’s strong emphasis on both strategic planning and social policy presents an 
opportunity to influence the many bodies involved in the development and management of the public 
domain in Sydney CBD. The City’s accessibility map has the potential to provide a valuable central 
record of accessibility opportunities and constraints across the CBD.  
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1. Introduction 
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Background  

The City of Sydney aspires to maintain its position as a green, global and connected city. It has 
identified a number of strategic directions that will help achieve this. These include supporting a 
diverse residential population; vibrant local communities and economies, a lively and engaging city 
centre, a city for pedestrians and cyclists, and integrated transport (City of Sydney 2014a). The 
realisation of these directions is influenced by the experiences people have when navigating the city 
as pedestrians.  

Walking is the dominant way of travelling within the CBD. On an average weekday approximately 
437,000 people travel into or across the CBD to work while an additional 610,000 travel for recreation 
or study (City of Sydney 2016e). Most journeys into the CBD are by public transport and generally 
completed on foot, for example between transport nodes and final destinations. 90% of trips within 
the CBD are undertaken entirely on foot (NSW Government 2013a).  

Good pedestrian access is associated with a wide range of benefits such as social equity where 
residents can enjoy equal access to places and activities, improvements in public health, improved 
amenity where the streetscape is not dominated by traffic, reduced costs of transport and other 
economic benefits. Inclusive pedestrian access within the city is therefore an essential part of 
delivering the City’s objectives. 

The City of Sydney is currently revising and reviewing its policies relating to the design of public 
spaces, including policies specifically focused on improved accessibility and inclusivity. Central to 
this effort is the Draft Public Domain Access Policy. The City’s approach acknowledges its 
responsibility to ensure dignified and equitable access across the public domain and outlines the 
City’s vision for an accessible and inclusive city that will enable all residents and visitors to reach 
their full potential and enjoy a good quality of life. 

The Importance of High Quality Information 

One of the barriers that limits accessibility, especially for people with a disability, is a lack of quality 
information about how to navigate the public realm. By improving the quality of information about 
pedestrian routes users of public spaces can make better informed choices about their journeys 
resulting in a more equitable experience of the public realm.  

The City is developing tools to provide people with a disability with better journey planning 
information. One of these tools is an interactive online accessibility map that provides information 
about key elements of the built environment such as stairs, inclines and facilities that may influence 
individuals’ choice of route. This is however only a limited set of information and when people make a 
choice about their journey they consider a range of factors, only some of which are covered by the 
existing map. There is therefore a need for additional information, including possible route options, to 
assist people with their pedestrian journey choices within the city’s public spaces.  
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Research Aim and Questions 

Identifying the range of factors people need to make good pedestrian journey choices is a 
fundamental first step to providing the information people need to navigate the city. The primary aim 
of this research is therefore: 

To identify a comprehensive range of factors that can help to inform people’s choices of 
accessible pedestrian routes within the City of Sydney. 

The research has been guided by the following question: 

What information about the urban environment do people with different access and mobility 
requirements need or value when making decisions about the most accessible pedestrian 
route to take? 

Target Audience 

The target audience for the research is the City of Sydney Inclusion (Disability) Advisory Panel and 
officers in City of Sydney’s Social Policy, Urban Design and Strategic Planning teams, in particular 
those involved in the implementation of the City’s Inclusion (Disability) Action Plan 2014-17 and the 
Draft Public Domain Access Policy.  

The research can assist the City in:  

• Expanding its criteria for accessible and inclusive walking routes. 

• Informing future mapping of the most accessible routes between select key locations 
including public transport hubs and major destinations. 

• Providing guidance to people with various access needs about the selected routes. 

The findings will also be of use to other local councils, other government agencies, peak groups, 
architects, designers, developers, planners, and academics.  

Our Approach  

The research has been conducted following a three stage method: 

1. Discovery  

In the first stage a draft template setting out important criteria to consider when choosing accessible 
pedestrian routes was developed based on a review of academic literature, relevant best practice 
guidance and government policy. 

The research team also identified a pedestrian route case study, selected from a list of four origin 
and destination points identified as important pedestrian journey nodes by staff at the City of Sydney. 

2. Research  

During Stage 2, the research team engaged with eight participants with varying accessibility needs 
to understand: 

• Their experience of walking in the City of Sydney;  
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• The information they require to select a preferred route between the origin and destination; 
and, 

• Their experience of walking the route itself.  

 

3. Recommendations 

Data collected during the research stage was examined using qualitative and quantitative analyses, 
and the draft template of important criteria to consider when choosing accessible pedestrian routes 
was updated in the light the research findings.  

The revised template was then developed to form a tool suited to efficiently obtain route map 
information. The tool was applied to one of the routes considered to provide the City with useful route 
mapping data, to test the effectiveness of the tool, and to collect information on the time and 
resources required for using this method to map other routes within the City. 

Conclusions and policy recommendations were then developed based on the research findings and 
the team’s experience of using the tool. These recommendations include opportunities for further 
research to inform the implementation of the tool and the future development of the City of Sydney 
accessibility map.   
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2. Method  
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Overview  

The method outlined in this chapter was developed to address the primary research question: 

What information about the urban environment do people with different access and mobility 
requirements need or value when making decisions about the most accessible pedestrian 
route to take? 

The research team followed a three stage method. In an initial Discovery Stage, the team established 
a theoretical framework for understanding accessibility challenges and the information people may 
need in planning journeys in the CBD. The main activity during this stage comprised a 
comprehensive literature review examining both academic and government policy sources as well 
as investigations into walking routes in the CBD suited to further study as part of fieldwork. 

In the second Research Stage the team engaged with eight participants with different accessibility 
needs to explore the information they require in making route choices. Engagement was based on a 
fieldwork plan informed by findings from the Literature Review. In the second half of this Research 
Stage, data from the fieldwork was analysed to identify correlation between the participants’ access 
needs and route planning requirements.  

In the project’s final Recommendations Stage the theoretical framework established in the Discovery 
Stage was updated to inform evidence-based policy recommendations to the City of Sydney. These 
recommendations include expanding the content shown on the City of Sydney accessibility map 
through implementation of a route mapping tool which draws on the research findings. 

Stage 1 - Discovery  

The Discovery Stage commenced with a Literature Review into key issues relevant to the research 
brief. The first half of the review examined academic sources on: 

• the benefits of walking and walkability;  

• accessibility and inclusion in the built environment and public domain; 

• user experience and service design; and 

• wayfinding, signage and information.  

Academic sources were chosen from a range of disciplines including: 

• economic research on the cost benefits of improving walkability;  

• political and sociological commentary on how public policy for accessibility has responded 
to changing concepts of disability since the 1980s; and  

• urban planning theory on challenges and best practice in public realm design. 

The second half of the literature review investigated the policy context for accessibility in Australia. 
Policy across all three levels of government (federal, state and local) were considered as the policy 
framework is interrelated with high level anti-discrimination legislation and legislation on the 
regulation of the built environment set by the Commonwealth, while most urban and social policy 
outcomes emerge through the interplay of State and Local Government policies.  
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The literature review was directed to establish a theoretical framework to guide the remainder of the 
project. The review established four ‘dimensions of accessibility’ clarifying the team’s understanding 
of the concept of accessibility, a list of criteria which influence perceptions of accessibility, and an 
inventory of key elements which impact on accessibility directly. This framework was subsequently 
used to structure both fieldwork investigations in Stage 2 and recommendations in Stage 3.  

The final part of research preparations conducted in the Discovery Stage was the scoping of 
possible routes for fieldwork investigation and route mapping. The City of Sydney provided the team 
with a short list of four possible routes listed in Table 1. Initial reconnaissance walks were undertaken 
by the team members to determine the feasibility of each route for fieldwork investigation to identify 
the presence of key elements relevant to research findings. The origin and destination points 
selected were Town Hall Station and the Harbourside Shopping Centre at Darling Harbour. Four 
alternative routes between these origin and destination points were mapped for consideration by 
participants in Stage 2. 

 Origin Destination Status Comment 

1 Central Station Moore Park, SCG, 
Fox Studios 

Eliminated Length of route too great for participants 
with disabilities. Literature review 
concluded that pedestrians are unlikely 
to walk in excess of 2 kilometres. 

2 Central Station Chinatown Eliminated Eliminated due to ongoing construction 
work on George Street. 

3 Central Station Chinese Gardens, 
ICC 

Eliminated Eliminated due to ongoing construction 
work at ICC. 

4 Town Hall Station Darling Harbour 
(King Street 
Wharf, ICC and  
Harbourside 
shopping centre) 

Selected Route to Harbourside shopping centre 
selected as 1.4km travel distance and 
18 min typical travel suited to 
participants with disabilities. 

 

Table 1 - Routes considered for fieldwork investigation and route mapping 
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Stage 2 - Research  

During Stage 2, the research team engaged in fieldwork with eight participants with varying 
accessibility needs to understand: 

• their experience of walking in the City of Sydney; 

• the information they require to select a preferred route between the origin and destination; 
and 

• their experience of walking the route itself.  

Participants with the following accessibility needs were recruited:  

• a guide dog user, 

• a walking cane user, 

• a walking cane user, 

• a mobility scooter user,  

• a wheelchair user with visual impairment,  

• a nine-year-old child, 

• an elderly person, and  

• a single adult with child in pram. 

The research team prioritised participants with diverse access needs. It was not possible to recruit a 
participant with hearing impairment in the time available. 

The fieldwork was structured to investigate the four dimensions of accessibility identified in the 
Literature Review: 

• Physical access: the extent to which the participants were physically able to navigate the 
route; 

• Social access: whether the participants felt welcome (or unwelcome) while conducting the 
walkthrough and able to engage with others (if required / desired); 

• Access to activities: whether activities taking place along the walk and in the City were 
relevant and appealing to the participants; and  

• Access to information: the availability of relevant information about the route being 
investigated and surrounding features and activities. 

We engaged with participants following a five step process designed to establish the participant’s 
views before, during and after the walkthrough. Different forms of interaction were used in case the 
mode of interaction influenced how views were expressed. These comprised a printed questionnaire, 
two sets of formal questions (posed before and after the walkthrough), observations during the 
walkthrough, an informal discussion and a prioritisation exercise. 
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1. Pre-walkthrough questionnaire  

The pre-walkthrough questionnaire was circulated in advance of the site walkthrough and posed 
specific questions about accessibility in the Sydney CBD (the questionnaire is reproduced in 
Appendix 5).  

The questionnaire asked participants to state their age, gender, residential location, frequency and 
usual purpose of visit to the CBD.  

Participants were also asked questions relating to the four dimensions of accessibility discussed in 
the literature review: 

• Physical accessibility: Whether participants find the urban environment difficult to get around 
and how they overcome barriers. 

• Social accessibility: Whether participants feel safe and welcome in Sydney’s CBD and what 
features make them feel welcome and safe. 

• Access to activities: Participants were asked about activities which take place in the CBD 
and how these factors influence route choice.  

• Access to information: Participants were asked about how they plan journeys, what 
information they need and how they prefer that information to be provided.  

• Other issues: An open question invited comment on areas not covered.  

2. Pre-walkthrough interview  

Along with the pre-walkthrough questionnaire participants were also emailed two maps showing four 
alternative routes between Town Hall Station and Darling Harbour overlayed on an aerial view and a 
print out of the City of Sydney accessibility map (in map view). To assist visually impaired 
participants written descriptions suited to audio-transcription were also emailed. The participants 
were advised that they would be asked to select a preferred route.  

At the start of the pre-walkthrough interview participants were asked to provide reasons for their 
route choice, and what information they gave the most weight to when they chose the route. 

They were also asked if any information they require to make a well informed choice was missing 
from the maps.  

The data collected from this analysis has three key parts: 

• Observations on which route was chosen and number of times that route was chosen; 

• Why each route was chosen; 

• What information is missing from the maps. 

3. Observation and discussion during the walkthrough 

During the walkthrough the participants were accompanied by a researcher who recorded their 
experiences and observations, in particular what they perceived as the most noticeable barriers and 
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positive qualities of the built environment. The walkthroughs were documented in a narrative form to 
best communicate the unique experiences of each participant. 

One of the participants, Ruth, who needed a guide dog for navigation, could not participate in the 
walkthroughs as the dog was unfamiliar with the proposed routes. A recorded interview was selected 
as an appropriate alternative approach.  

4. Post-walkthrough exercise 

After undertaking the walk, participants without vision impairment were presented with 28 
photographs of elements of features and settings from the routes being investigated. The 
photographs were selected to reflect elements identified during the Literature Review as having a 
significant impact on accessibility. 

The participants were asked to sort the images as follows: 

a. Features which have a positive impact on accessibility for them; 

b. Features which have neutral/no impact on accessibility for them; 

c. Features which have negative impact on accessibility for them. 

The participants were then asked to rank the 5 best and the 5 worst elements and explain the 
reasons for their choices.  

The three participants with vision impairment were not presented with photographs but instead 
asked to describe and rank the 5 best and the 5 worst elements of the walks from memory and 
provide reasons. This data was recorded and included in the data analysis. 

5. Post-walkthrough interview  

Following the post-walkthrough exercise the participants were asked a range of summary questions 
intended to check whether views expressed prior to the walkthrough had changed. Participants were 
asked: 

1. What they liked most about the route; 

2. What they felt was the worst part of the route; 

3. What information they felt was missing from the accessibility map that would have assisted 
them in making a more informed route choice; and 

4. If there was any additional information that would help them to make informed choices when 
choosing routes. 

Data Analysis  

Following completion of the fieldwork, data collected was examined using qualitative and 
quantitative analysis, and findings reported.  

• Quantitative data was used to describe the common needs that people with different 
accessibility challenges had; 

• Qualitative findings were presented in narrative form to capture the diversity of our 
participants’ experiences. 
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Findings were compared to the key elements identified during the Literature Review. Interrogating 
the number of times elements identified in the Literature Review were highlighted in the fieldwork 
enabled identification of common elements that influence the experience of accessing the CBD.  

Stage 3 - Recommendations 

This research method has been developed to identify the information about the urban environment 
that people with different access and mobility requirements need or value when making decisions 
about the most accessible pedestrian route to take.  

In the project’s final Recommendations Stage the research team summarised the information 
requirements most frequently identified in the research and developed this into a list of 
recommendations of information the City may wish to collect to supplement information already 
shown on the accessibility map.  

The research team also developed a route mapping tool which sets out a method and format for 
obtaining and recording additional information as part of the route mapping process. The route 
mapping tool was then tested on the route chosen by the majority of participants during the fieldwork 
to confirm the feasibility and time involved in using the tool. The tool is summarised in the 
Recommendations chapter of this report and included in Appendix 2. Illustrations of route 
descriptions generated by the tool are included in Appendices 3 and 4. 

In making recommendations for the City of Sydney the team have also commented on ways in which 
the City’s accessibility map can be further developed, and the potential for using the accessibility 
data collected to improve urban governance in the CBD. 

Summary 

The three stage method outlined in this chapter has allowed the research team to establish a robust 
data set documenting the accessibility challenges and the information people may need in planning 
journeys in the CBD. While perceptions of the public realm are inherently subjective and needs can 
vary from individual to individual, following a consistent process of engagement based on a robust 
theoretical framework established through the review of academic and policy literature has allowed 
the research team to establish valuable data on the opportunities and challenges faced by people 
with varying accessibility needs in the community. 

The results of the fieldwork are presented in the results chapter 4 and discussed in the discussion 
chapter 5 of the report.   

The current accessibility map for the City of Sydney provides valuable but limited spatial information 
about the built environment and public domain. The findings of the data analysis were used to 
develop a route mapping tool that can be used to enhance the information mapped on the current 
accessibility map and to identify further accessible routes between given destinations.  
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3. Academic and Policy  
   Literature Review 
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Overview  

This chapter outlines our understanding of accessibility through an overview of the evolving debate 
about equity and access in the built environment. In particular, it sets out the key idea to be explored 
throughout the report namely that accessibility is a product not just of the physical environment, but 
also its users’ perceptions and experiences in accessing and participating in the public realm. We 
suggest that accessibility should be understood in terms of four key dimensions: physical access, 
social access, access to activities and access to information. 

The chapter is divided into two halves which consider academic and policy literature separately. The 
academic review begins with a discussion of the many benefits associated with good pedestrian 
access in walkable cities. It goes on to consider how concepts of disability and accessibility have 
evolved, and how disability is today framed as a consequence of barriers to access and inclusion. It 
discusses how these changes in concepts of disability have impacted on disability policy. The 
academic review concludes with a discussion of the range of features which impact on people’s 
experience of disability. 

The second half of the chapter sets out the policy context for accessibility standards in Australia and 
how these are applied in Sydney. The policy review notes how accessibility is impacted by a wide 
range of areas which government is active from town planning and urban design to social policy.  In 
this respect, policies which seek to improve accessibility need to take a multidisciplinary approach 
and require joined up action across many branches of government. 

Part 1 - Academic Literature Review 

Benefits of pedestrian access and walkability  

A review of the academic literature demonstrates that creating more accessible walking 
environments can encourage people to undertake more walking trips and result in a range of 
economic and social benefits. Recognition of these benefits have led to an increasing policy 
emphasis on pedestrian access in transport planning and investment programming activities in 
Australia. 

The Australian Government has recently included an active travel chapter to the Australian Transport 
Assessment and Planning (ATAP) Guidelines which provides a framework for evaluating the 
economic benefits associated with active transport (Australian Government, 2016). The key 
categories of active transport benefits include health benefits, transport economic benefits and 
improved safety benefits. Associated economic values of these are set out below. 

Health benefits: Walking can lead to improved health including improved morbidity and mortality 
(PwC, 2011). Walking can reduce the risk of premature illness and its related health care costs. In 
Australia it is estimated that the health benefits of walking range from $1.018 - $1.680 for every 
kilometre walked per person (Australian Government 2016). 

Several international studies assessing the health benefits of walking point to the avoided risks of 
developing coronary heart disease through walking on a regular basis. Jones and Eaton (1994) 
found that in the USA if all inactive people began walking regularly, the US would save US$4.3bn 
annually.  
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One of the most wide ranging recent studies of the economic impacts of walkable street networks 
was undertaken by Longo et al (2015). The study looked at economics of walking and health 
behaviour change as a result of improved walkable environments. The study used a sample of 1209 
respondents surveyed over a 12-month period in the United Kingdom, and found that policies which 
increased walkability and people's perception of access activities and retail would lead to an 
increase in walking of circa 36 minutes per person per week, valued at £13.65 ($21 Australian 
dollars) per person per week in avoided health care costs.  

Transport economic benefits: Accessible walking environments can encourage people to undertake 
more walking trips and potentially reduce car dependence for shorter trips. This contributes to 
lowering the costs of travel congestion and its associated economic costs. For every km walked that 
is shifted from car use the economic benefits are $0.017 - $0.028 avoided air pollution, $0.005 - 
$0.009 in avoided noise and $0.135 - $0.350 in avoided car use costs (Australian Government 
2016). 

Urban benefits: Walkable and legible environments can induce more foot traffic on streets making 
them more vibrant and safer (Jacobs 1961), which can support land uses such as retail and mixed 
commercial uses. This can lead to increased economic activity (including retail turnover and public 
revenues through retail tax take).  

Improved safety: Another important benefit of improved pedestrian access and walkability is the 
effect walkable environments can have on the safety of an area. More walkable environments can 
lead to improved perceptions of safely, thereby increasing foot traffic and increased visual 
surveillance. Personal security, or the lack of it, can be a major factor in limiting walking particularly 
for people walking at night. 

Walking is the most common form of travel as it is involved to some degree in all trips undertaken by 
all other modes. However, only about 4% of work or study trips in Australia rely solely on walking 
(Australian Government 2016). 

Concepts of Access and Disability 

Concepts of disability have changed in recent decades resulting in a greater focus how 
environmental challenges limit accessibility. Traditionally most academic and policy debates have 
viewed disability as a feature of the person, caused by health conditions or physical accidents. 
Policies grounded in this model focused on medical and technical support for the individual. Recent 
years have seen a shift away from this focus on the individual towards the “social model” of disability 
(Oliver 1990, 2013) which treats disability as the product of social and environmental barriers. The 
social model frames disability as a matter of human rights caused by external barriers that must be 
removed to support equal participation in society. This shift is fundamental to the modern disability 
movement and grounds most contemporary access policies in human rights and antidiscrimination 
legislation.  

Access in the built environment has become an important focus of the disability movement. Imrie 
(2001) describes how cities can be experienced as oppressive not just because accessibility needs 
are neglected, but because the ways cities are planned assert ‘ableist’ values. The Universal Design 
movement has dominated policies seeking to mitigate access challenges in cities since the late 
1990s. The movement emphasises measures intended to achieve equitable access for the majority 
of the population bell-curve (Connell et al. 1997) but has attracted criticism for being too focussed on 
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‘ready-made’ compliance-centred solutions and technologies at the expense of specific needs (Gray 
et al. 2012) and social and cultural attitudes and values (Imrie 2012, Boys 2014).  

A growing body of disability movement writers now argue that contemporary social-model based 
access policies over-emphasise social systems and structural responses (Pinder 1995, Shakespeare 
and Watson 1997). By seeking to normalise the disabled experience through generic approaches 
and market-based solutions they risk overlooking the importance of impairment in disabled people’s 
lives (Clare 2001, Imrie, Kumar et al. 1998, Paterson and Hughes 1999, Williams 2000) In this 
respect, measures to promote access require responsive, nuanced approaches which acknowledge 
differences of experience across all parts of the community. 

Dimensions of Accessibility 

Our review of academic literature has sought to identify concepts which we can apply in our 
research to reveal ways policy can advance beyond generic approaches and address the specific 
needs of the community in the CBD.  

When viewed through the lens of inclusivity, the accessibility of a public space is a product not just 
of the physical environment and the presence or absence of physical barriers, but also its uses and 
users. Four key dimensions discussed by Akkar (2005) and Akkar Ercan and Oya Memluk (2015) 
are: 

• Physical access: the extent to which all people are physically able to be present; 

• Social access: the perception of being welcome (or unwelcome) in the space, which people 
may form in response to a range of symbolic cues;  

• Access to activities: people’s ability to initiate or participate in activities in the space that are 
relevant and appealing to them; and  

• Access to information: the availability of relevant information about the processes by which 
space is created and controlled. 

Of these four dimensions, access to information is of particular relevance to this study.  

The Experience of Accessibility 

Burton and Mitchell (2006) suggest that perceptions of accessibly are influenced by six criteria: 

• Safety 

• Legibility 

• Comfort  

• Familiarity 

• Distinctiveness 

• Physical accessibility 

Each of these criteria place particular requirements on elements in the built environment, both 
physical and non-physical. Drawing on academic literature the research team identified an inventory 
of twelve key elements that impact on people's experience of accessibility in the public domain. 
Each element relates to one or more of Burton and Mitchell’s six criteria for accessibility. The team 
explored these elements further during the fieldwork stage of the project.   
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 Key Element   Relevant criteria (from Burton and Mitchell, 2006) 

• Landmarks    Legibility, Familiarity, Distinctiveness 

• Signage   Safety, Legibility 

• Terrain, paths & circulation Safety, Legibility, Comfort, Familiarity,  

Distinctiveness, Physical Accessibility  

• Nodes (decision points)  Legibility, Familiarity, Distinctiveness 

• Zones, character and edges Safety. Legibility, Comfort, Familiarity, Distinctiveness 

• Amenities & Shelter  Safety, Legibility, Comfort, Physical Accessibility 

• Activities   Safety. Legibility, Comfort, Familiarity, Distinctiveness 

• Lighting    Safety. Legibility, Distinctiveness, Physical Accessibility 

• Green networks   Legibility, Comfort, Distinctiveness 

• Travel time & distance  Comfort, Physical Accessibility 

• Separation of pedestrians Safety, Legibility, Comfort, Physical Accessibility 

• Co-located alternatives  Legibility, Comfort, Physical Accessibility 

Refer to Appendix 1 for further detail on each of these elements. 

Part 2 – Policy Review 

The second half of the literature review considers the policy context for accessibility in Australia and 
the relevance of these policies to public domain access in the CBD.  

If we consider the policies of federal, state and local government in relation to the four dimensions of 
accessibility (physical access, social access, access to activities and access to information), as a 
generalisation federal policy is more focused on high level strategic targets for physical and social 
access, whereas access to activities and information are more explicitly targeted by state and local 
government policy. These ‘finer grained’ dimensions of access require close engagement with the 
community and the policies appear most developed where there is alignment between the priorities 
and regulatory approach taken by state and local government. 

Federal Policy  

Policy on accessibility in the built environment in Australia is underpinned by the UN Convention on 
the Rights of Persons with Disability (United Nations 2006). Article 9 of the Convention requires state 
parties to “take appropriate measures to ensure to persons with disabilities access, on an equal 
basis with others, to the physical environment.” The convention was preceded by a number of non-
binding multilateral documents (Australian Law Reform Commission 2013) and this rights based 
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approach has been for several decades carried over into Commonwealth law through the 1992 
Disability Discrimination Act (Australian Government 1992). 

The Disability Discrimination Act is translated into physical accessibility measures through the 
Disability (Access to Premises – Buildings) Standards 2010 (Australian Government 2010). However, 
these standards only apply to new and refurbished buildings completed since 2011. Some aspects 
of public space in the City of Sydney are nevertheless impacted by the Standards. Section 23 covers 
access to premises that the public is allowed to enter or use and includes public parks, 
playgrounds, streetscapes, outdoor areas and road crossings. Section 24 covers provision of goods, 
services and facilities and can extend to services delivered in the public domain such as outdoor 
events. Public spaces developed as part of recent development, and public transport buildings are 
good examples of spaces in the CBD where the standards apply. 

The Disability (Access to Premises – Buildings) Standards 2010 do not actually stipulate accessibility 
standards – rather these are invoked through Australian Standards Suite AS1428 Design for Access 
and Mobility (Standards Australia 2009) which has statutory force where it is referenced in the 
Disability (Access to Premises – Building) Standards 2010, or cross-referenced in Building Code of 
Australia / National Construction Code for “deemed to satisfy” provisions. 

State Government Policy  

Through its strategic planning role the NSW State Government has a significant impact on 
accessibility across the CBD. The Metropolitan Plan “A Plan for Growing Sydney” sets strategic 
directions for well-connected communities (NSW Government 2014, pp. 87-88, p. 110). The plan has 
set the framework for more recent initiatives by the Greater Sydney Commission, which seeks to 
engage with disability access through its Social Panel (Greater Sydney Commission, 2016). The 
Metropolitan Plan also underpins the work of Property NSW and urban transformation projects by 
UrbanGrowth NSW. Both these bodies exercise significant control over the public realm at key edge 
of CBD sites such as the new International Convention Centre at Darling Harbour. 

While the State Government largely delegates development control powers to local government, the 
State Government’s control over State Significant Development means it retains significant powers 
over the public domain at many of the most frequently accessed parts of the CBD including the 
Sydney Opera House, the Bays Precinct, Darling Harbour, Central Park, and The Rocks (NSW 
Government 2011-2016). 

Transport NSW is responsible for all modes of transport in NSW including active transport such as 
cycling and walking. The State Government Long Term Transport Masterplan is largely focussed on 
state-wide and metropolitan transport but acknowledges the importance of walking in the CBD and 
the challenges posed by peak time congestion, narrow footpaths, poor signage and limited 
integration with public transport (NSW Government, 2012, p 111).  

The Sydney City Centre Access Strategy (NSW Government 2013a) which sits beneath the Long 
Term Transport Masterplan, acknowledges that walking is the dominant way of travelling within the 
city centre, and includes a program of initiatives to improve the safety, amenity and capacity for 
pedestrians. Sydney’s Walking Future focusses specifically on walking and has led to a number of 
pedestrian improvements such as Wynyard Walk, the Moore Park Pedestrian Bridge, and the Goods 
Line. The strategy recognises the need for collaboration with the community to better understand 
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barriers to walking and the need for non-infrastructure initiatives such as Streets for People and the 
Pedestrian Safety Strategy (NSW Government 2013b) 

City of Sydney Policy 

The City has developed a wide range of strategies and policies that impact on accessibility in the 
public realm. While the State Government’s policy framework focusses heavily on infrastructure, 
economic development, and urban renewal across metropolitan Sydney, the City of Sydney’s more 
local focus means that it is able to more closely target social sustainability and community 
development as well as traditional transport, town planning and urban design considerations. As a 
result, the City’s policies more evenly address the four dimension of accessibility (physical, social, 
activities and information) identified previously. 

All recent policies sit within the framework of the City’s strategic plan Sustainable Sydney 2030, and 
the Community Strategic Plan which sets out three tenets for Sydney as a ‘green, global and 
connected’ city. The plan describes a vision of a connected city which is:  

• connected physically by walking, cycling and high quality public transport;  

• connected ‘virtually’ by world-class telecommunications;  

• connected communities through a sense of belonging, contribution, social well-being and 
quality; and  

• connected to other spheres of government and to those with an interest in the city (City of 
Sydney, 2014a, p.3).  

Several policies which promote walkability in the City sit within a framework set by the draft 
Environmental Action 2016-2021 Strategy and Action Plan (City of Sydney, 2016b). The Connecting 
Our City Strategy (City of Sydney, 2012a), outlines how the City will improve residents', workers', and 
visitors' experience of transport and travelling through and within the City. Its objectives and targets 
include enhanced access for all, especially those with a mobility disability, improved health and 
safety, and integrated transport and land use. The policy aligns with the City’s Walking Strategy and 
Action Plan, 2015-2030 (City of Sydney, 2015) which specifies specific targets for trip numbers, 
journey time, footpath capacity, walking amenity, accidents, pedestrian safety, and access to green 
space.  

The City’s Legible City Wayfinding Strategy (City of Sydney, 2012c) aims to develop consistent and 
legible wayfinding systems across the public domain. It requires wayfinding systems to consider the 
needs and abilities of a range of users and provide information in a variety of formats accessible to 
mobility impaired, blind, and low vision users1.  

                                                        
1 Other	policies	and	initiatives	focused	on	improving	walkability	include	the	Liveable	Green	Network	Strategy	and	Masterplan	which	seeks	

to	establish	city-wide,	city	centre	and	local	networks	(City	of	Sydney,	2011);	the	Greening	Sydney	Plan	which	investigates	opportunities	to	

increase	canopy	cover	and	landscape	amenity	and	highlights	the	benefits	for	walking	for	social	interaction	and	community	development	

(City	of	Sydney,	2012b,	p.13),	the	Footpath	Gardening	Policy	(City	of	Sydney,	2014b),	and	the	Community	Gardens	Policy	and	Guidelines	

(City	of	Sydney,	2016a).	Other	policies	which	target	pedestrian	amenity	include	the	Public	Toilet	Strategy	(City	of	Sydney,	2014d),	the	Public	

Art	Policy	and	Guidelines	(2016d),	and	the	Draft	Open	Space	and	Recreational	Needs	Study	(2016c).  
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The framework for improvements in accessibility across the LGA is set by the City’s Inclusion 
(Disability) Action Plan 2014-17 (City of Sydney, 2014c) which references and aligns with the 
National Disability Strategy 2010-2020. It seeks to increase the scope of accessibility from just 
accessing buildings to access to services, events and information for people with disabilities. 

The City of Sydney is currently revising and reviewing its policies relating to access to the public 
domain and the design of public spaces. One action within the Inclusion (Disability) Action Plan is an 
update of the City’s 1992 Access Policy which does not reflect the current legislative and policy 
framework. The resulting Draft Public Domain Access Policy aims to provide clear consistent 
guidance for public domain infrastructure and set standards where the Disability (Access to 
premises – Building) Standards 2010 do not apply. Unfortunately, the policy only applies to new 
works where the City of Sydney is either directly involved in procurement or regulation. Moreover, it is 
principally focussed on design standards for physical features whereas the academic research 
discussed in the first half of this chapter highlights how activities and place management also play 
an important role in supporting or acting as obstacles to equitable access.  

Summary 

The sources considered in the literature review highlight how improving public domain access is 
associated with many social and economic benefits. Enabling people to undertake more walking 
trips can result in improved public health, reduced car dependency, more vibrant and safer streets, 
better connected and more cohesive communities, and a range of economic savings. 

Building on what has become known as the ‘social model’ of disability, most contemporary policies 
view improving access as a matter of human rights. The ‘social model’ regards access challenges as 
the result of external barriers that must be removed to support equal participation in society. 
Reflecting this, access policies in Australia have for many years been underpinned by the 1992 
Disability Discrimination Act and more recently the 2006 UN Convention on the Rights of Persons 
with Disability. 

We have outlined a range of policies at all levels of government that have been relatively effective in 
ensuring that recent developments follow Universal Design measures intended to achieve equitable 
access for the majority of the population. Unfortunately, these policies have only limited impact on 
older existing public spaces where ‘legacy’ features continue to present access challenges. 
Moreover, the limited reach of existing standards has resulted in a lack of consistency in how public 
spaces are designed and managed.  

While Universal Design principles have come to dominate most built environment access standards, 
some feel the resulting emphasis on generic, market-led, compliance-based solutions fail to respond 
adequately (Boys 2014) to the reality of people’s experience (Clare, 2001, Paterson and Hughes 
1999). It has been suggested (Imrie 2012) that existing Universal Design policies over-emphasises 
measures focussed on physical access needs at the expense of the other dimensions of 
accessibility highlighted in the literature: social access, access to activities and access to 
information. These generic responses risk overlooking the personal reality of people’s lives and the 
complexity of navigating public spaces. This suggests that a more responsive, nuanced approach is 
required which pays closer attention to users’ perceptions and experiences in accessing and 
participating in the public realm. The policy review suggests this is most effectively achieved through 
close engagement with the community within a joined up policy framework.   
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4. Results 
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Overview  

This chapter outlines the findings from the fieldwork exercise. It begins by providing a profile of the 
participants who took part in the fieldwork exercise including their usual purpose of trip into the CBD. 
It then discusses the findings from the fieldwork exercises, namely the pre-walkthrough 
questionnaire, the pre-walkthrough interview, observations recorded during the walkthrough itself, 
the post walkthrough exercise and post walkthrough interview. The chapter concludes by bringing 
together insights from the fieldwork to understand how the participants experience access in the 
CBD in relation to a range of factors.  

Participants’ Profiles  

Eight participants took part in the study. Of these six were female and two were male. With one 
exception, all participants were adults, the largest share being in the 66-75-age bracket. Six of the 
participants had a physical disability. The information gathered from the pre-walk questionnaire is 
below: 

  

Figure 1 – Participant Profiles 
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Half of the participants access the CBD once a week with the remainder accessing the CBD 
relatively infrequently2. This mix provided the research team with insights into how the city is 
experienced for visitors who access the CBD infrequently and those who are already familiar the 
street layout and have a good mental map of key routes.  

Five of the eight participant undertake walking trips of over 20 minutes more than twenty times in a 
month. This places these participants in a relatively small cohort of the population (22.5%3) that 
undertake walking as a mode for short trips. This was beneficial to the research as these participants 
were able describe a high number of recent experiences. 

Pre-walkthrough Questionnaire 

Responses to questions presented to participants prior to the fieldwork are set out below. The 
questionnaire is provided in Appendix 5. The questions relate to key dimensions of accessibility 
identified as part of the literature review: 

• Physical accessibility  

• Social accessibility 

• Access to activities 

• Access to information  

Responses to questions on physical accessibility in the CBD 

 
Key findings  

• Uneven footpaths and inclines significantly reduce ease of access and comfort.  
• Lack of kerb ramps and presence of street clutter (including inconsistent placement of 

trees, signage, services etc.) can reduce physical accessibility. 
• Large number of steps were frequently cited as presenting a challenge for accessibility.  
• Placement of street dining and street furniture presented accessibility challenges 

particularly for participants with vision impairments. 
 

 

Seven of the eight participants found that there were features of the urban environment that make it 
physically difficult to get around as a pedestrian. There were a wide variety of responses as to the 
causes of difficulty (shown in Chart 1).   

The most commonly cited feature which made access more difficult and make a journey feel 
unpleasant were uneven path surfaces (noted by four participants) and narrow widths (noted by 
three participants). For participants with vision impairments, uneven surfaces and narrow widths 
could lead to trip hazards or result in walking off-course. Poor positioning of kerb ramps was cited by 
three participants as leading to uncomfortable journeys, and as many participants noted general 

                                                        
2
	In	recording	the	number	of	trips	made	by	the	participant	walking	with	a	pram,	only	trips	where	a	pram	was	used	were	counted.		
3
	http://www.transport.nsw.gov.au/customers/walking		
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obstacles including random placement of trees, street furniture and the arrangement of outdoor 
dining areas in the environment as elements that make physically accessing the CBD more difficult.   

 

  

Chart 1 – Record of features that make physical access difficult  

 

When asked how participants overcome difficulties in physically accessing the CBD the research 
team were presented with a wide range of responses. Vision-impaired participants noted the need to 
use walking aids such as a guide dog or walking cane in order to overcome barriers. Importantly 
some vision-impaired participants told the team that some barriers could not be overcome with 
walking aids, particularly in relation to path edges or uneven terrain. In these instances, participants 
need to rely on assistance from others. Dominick noted that the presence of stairs when accessing 
the CBD with a pram meant he would need to ask passers-by for assistance in taking the pram up or 
down stairs. Andy, who used a mobility scooter noted that when lifts were not functioning this would 
result in a significant barrier to access.  

 

Responses to questions on social accessibility  

 
Key findings  

• Green space and activities (such as retail, and places of interest) generally make people 
feel welcome in the CBD. 

• Busy streets and retail activity made people feel safer in the CBD (although the question 
put to participants only related to feelings of safety during the daylight hours). 

• Participants with a visual impairment and walking with a walking cane or guide dog 
generally felt welcome when accessing the CBD.  

• Having physical accessibility challenges did not necessarily make people feel unwelcome 
in the CBD. 
 

 

The research team asked how welcome participants felt in the CBD (Table 1) and the factors that 
made them feel most welcome. The most common response related to green spaces and vibrancy 
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such as retail activity and places of interest (Chart 2). Most participants felt welcome in the CBD 
despite physical barriers.   

 

  Very 
Welcome 

Fairly 
Welcome  

Not 
particularly 
welcome  

Not 
welcome 
at all  

Only 
when 
with 

a 
dog  

How welcome do you feel when 
walking through Sydney's CBD?  

1  3 2 1 1 

 

Table 1– How welcome do you feel accessing the Sydney CBD  

 

  

Chart 2 – Factors that made people feel most welcome  

 

Participants were also asked whether they felt safe accessing the CBD and six of eight noted feeling 
either safe or fairly safe. Overwhelmingly most participants said that busy streets and foot traffic 
made them feel most safe (Chart 3). However, large crowds were also noted as a challenge to 
access when on narrow footpaths (interrupting pedestrian flow).  
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Chart 3– Things that made people feel safer 

 

Responses to question on access to activities and their influence on route choice  

 
Key findings: 

• Activities in general were found to have a level of influence on route choice in the CBD. 
• Cafes with outdoors dining had a positive influence on route choice.  
• Playgrounds have a positive influence on route choice. 

 
 

Participants were provided a list of activities that may be present on streets and walking routes. They 
were asked to indicate (for each activity) whether its presence on a given route would make them 
more likely to choose that route, less likely to choose that route, or make no difference in the choice 
about which route to take (Chart 4). Buskers and entertainment was noted by 50% as making them 
more likely to choose a route, with the other 50% saying it would make them less likely to choose a 
route. The presence of cafes with outdoor dining was the only activity that 100% of respondent rated 
as either being neutral or more likely to make them choose a route. Half of the respondents noted 
playgrounds as making them more likely to choose a route. 
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Chart 4– Activities influencing a route choice  

 

Responses to questions about access to information when choosing routes 

 
Key findings: 

• Routes tended to be planned more carefully by participants with visual impairments and 
those using mobility aids.  

• Time and distance on routes was an important factor informing route choice.    
• Information about terrain was also an important factor when making tradeoffs about 

which routes to take. 
• Most participants wanted to access information about the CBD via digital platform of 

some description (either through a website or app).  
• Information about route legibility and presence of activities were noted as being the most 

important.  
 

 

Access to information was very important in allowing participants to select and plan their routes. 
Those with visual impairment were more likely to plan their routes before accessing the CBD. When 
asked what information was needed when selecting an alternative route, time, distance and terrain 
were noted as being important. Within the terrain category, ramps, inclines and stairs were most 
frequently cited as influencers on route choice. Most participants preferred information to be 
provided in an app or “other” digital medium. 
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  Very Fairly  Not 
particularly  

Not at all  

How carefully do you plan your walking routes?  3 2 2 1 

 

Table 2– route planning in the Sydney CBD 

 

Participants were also asked what information they would like to know in order to select an alternative 
route (Chart 5). The largest number of responses related to information on journey time and distance, 
and terrain.  

 

 

Chart 5– information about alternative route  

 

At the conclusion of the walk participants were asked what additional information they would like to 
see on the City of Sydney map that would have helped them chose their preferred route. There was a 
broad range of responses to this question. Not surprisingly most people wanted to access 
information about features that presented physical accessibility challenges. The responses are 
summarised as follows: 

• Audio descriptions of routes  

• Information on length of journey, time required for journey, and proximity to public transport. 

• Locations of steps and steep inclines  

• Ratings of good and bad facilities to help users chose where to go and encourage 
improvements by facility and area managers  

• Lift locations 
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• Information booths and afterhours assistance points at key landmarks  

• Alternative routes for when lifts are not working 

• Charging stations for scooters   

• Shelter from elements  

• Privately owned features such as short cuts through shopping centres or foyers, and  

• privately controlled WCs 

Participants were asked what additional features of a walking route made them more attractive. The 
response to this question was varied with a high number noting green space, legible signage, 
activities, shade, seating, audible maps, and lighting as making routes more attractive (responses 
shown in Chart 6). The presence of seating, shade and activities were also noted as making a route 
more attractive. 

  

Chart 6 – Factors that make a route more attractive   

There was no discernible trend for factors that made a route less attractive, with the following 
activities noted as a single response from each participant: 

• Lockout laws 

• Construction detours 

• Underground arcades   

• Unsafe at night 

• Crowds  

• Narrow footpath 

• Wind 
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Pre-Walkthrough Interview 

Set out below are responses to questions presented to participants before conducting the 
walkthrough.  

Routes chosen by participants  

 
Summary: 

• Route choice was strongly influenced by time taken and the presence of activities.  
• Incline and ease of journey also were important factors.  

 
 

Of the six participants undertaking the walks four chose route A because it was the shortest, had the 
most activities and had a favourable incline. The record of observations as to why Route A was 
chosen is shown in in Chart 7.  One participant chose route C because the route had fewer steps. 
One participant chose route B citing familiarity, availability of lifts, and directness as reasons for 
choosing the route.  

  

Chart 7 – Count of reasons why route A was chosen   

 

When shown routes on the existing City of Sydney accessibility map participants were asked what 
additional information they would like to see. There were a variety of responses including criteria that 
was already included in the map such as incline, stairs etc. An interesting (and frequently noted) 
response was that audio maps4 are not available but would be useful. 

                                                        
4
	Audio	maps	are	digital	maps	that	put	emphasis	on	the	audible	representation	of	a	specific	location.	Audio	maps	are	used	by	the	Guide	

Dogs	NSW	and	ACT	in	its	App.		
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Walkthrough Observations 

We have presented observations recorded during the walkthroughs in narrative form in order to 
capture nuanced insights into the experience of walking the route for each participant. 

Dominick 

Dominick is a young father and undertook the walkthrough pushing one of his 
children in a pram. The walk was undertaken on a Saturday morning in clear 
conditions.  

Dominick noted signage in the QVB was clear and the path was easy to 
navigate. This compared favourably to signage in Town Hall station which was 
unclear and difficult to interpret in busy conditions. Dominick commented that 
the heritage flooring tiles as he entered the QVB confirmed he was heading in the right direction.  
He noted there was good visibility towards the QVB escalator (below the central top lit galleries) 
clearly indicating the route and method for travelling to street level however the signage 
prohibiting prams on the escalator resulted in a sense that he was doing something wrong.   

Once out of the QVB Dominick noted the clear street signage indicating Market St and sheltered 
pavements surrounding QVB. He considered the clear flow of pedestrians heading in the same 
direction along Market considered a good indication that he was heading in the right direction. 
However, background noise meant it was not clear if audible feedback from the pedestrian 
crossing signal at Market Street applied to east west or north south crossing. Along Market 
Street he noted noise and vibration where the pram passed over heavily textured surfaces. He 
found the tall red sign at the start of pedestrian bridge to Darling Harbour confusing as it reads 
“Market Street” at eye level. Dominick noted that it was not initially clear from a distance that 
there are step free options for the change in level down to Pyrmont Bridge (this became clearer 
as he walked on).   

Dominick found the most pleasant part of the walk was on Pyrmont Bridge. It had good visibility 
to the destination and attractive views. It had space for maneuvering, responding to 
unpredictable behaviour and maintaining a margin of safety from cyclists. He noted that the car 
free shared surface communicated a pedestrian friendly ethos. The lift to Harbourside Shopping 
Centre was not signed but the building’s form made him feel that a lift would be provided and 
the lift itself was located in a good location for intuitive way-finding down to the Centre entrance. 

Box 1. Dominick’s walk of route A with his child in a pram 

 

          
Photo 1. Roxie with a performer on Route A     Photo 2. Abigail bravely testing the edges of boardwalk 
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Marissa 

Marissa is in her 60’s and lives in the outer Sydney suburbs. She has lived 
with vision impairment for some time and uses a mobility cane to assist her 
when walking. Marissa enjoys regular visits to the CBD to meet with friends 
and explore places and participate in events. She has an intrepid 
approach to the public domain, only loosely planning her walking trips. 
Marissa joined us on the Route C walk, through the Town Hall Arcade and 
down Bathurst St to Darling Quarter and on to Darling Harbour.  

Throughout the walk Marissa used her cane confidently to negotiate pathway disturbances and 
edges. Pathways with clear building lines and kerbs, which were not a long way apart, proved 
the easiest for her to navigate. At decision points such as level changes and intersections, 
Marissa commented on the difficulty caused by the lack of colour variation between surfaces. 
“Any colour other than grey” would be sufficient to mark the difference between the kerb and the 
road, or the path and an opaque balustrade.   

Where Marissa needed to locate signage or buttons, she confidently explored surfaces with her 
hands and limited vision. Lifts with buttons located at a distance from the door reveal added 
time to this effort. Internal lift button arrangements were also noted as “not intuitive” when they 
ran horizontally, rather than vertically, making it more difficult to know the difference between the 
open and close buttons and the floor buttons.  

Marissa used her cane with a degree of courage to measure the depth of level changes and 
walk closely along drop off points (wharf edges). Marissa’s attitude was overwhelmingly positive 
and she noted that she is very comfortable asking strangers for help when in situations where 
the built environment lacks the way-finding cues she requires. 

Box 2. Marissa’s walk of route C 

Abigail 

Abigail grew up in Sydney and moved to a regional location during retirement. 
She has a deep fondness for the city and many sentimental associations with its 
built landscape. When choosing a route between Town Hall and Darling 
Harbour she naturally gravitated towards one that was familiar to her.  

Abigail walked cautiously through the crowds at Town Hall, but noted that they 
didn't bother her greatly. As we walked through the QVB Abigail made many 
positive sensory observations regarding the sights and smells of the activities in 
the space. She associated these things with positive memories and desires – in 
her words of "spending money on beautiful things." She noted that "there was no place like this" 
where she currently lives and the city offers her a particular richness not found elsewhere. 

On Market Street Abigail commented on the ease of navigating the route she had selected: 
"through the QVB, then left and follow your nose." She was comfortable in her surroundings here 
due to the age of the buildings and their familiarity. Walking down the sloping street she was 
cautious, watching out for trip hazards, including pavement breaks and irregular steps.  Abigail 
welcomed the choice of a stair, escalator or lift at the level change point accessing the Pyrmont 
Bridge.  

Once on the bridge she confessed that the route was now unfamiliar, and that perhaps she had 
used an adjacent bridge in the past, or done the walk with a friend who was navigating and she 
hadn't been paying attention. She also noted that although the open width of the walkway 
across the bridge was inviting, it lacked shelter and would be difficult for less mobile people to 
manage on a hot or rainy day. 

Box 3. Abigail’s walk of route A 
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Roxie 

Roxie is a young child living outside Sydney who approached our walk with 
confidence and enthusiasm. Despite not being local she felt familiar enough with 
the city's landmarks and key landscape features to make an informed choice 
about which route to take to lead us down to Darling Harbour.  She had a firm 
picture in her mind of the experiences different aspects of the built environment 
would offer her; she was enthusiastic about walking through locations where 
there might be busker or entertainers, she comprehended the potential 
challenge of the steep inclines marked on the City’s accessibility map, and was 
enthusiastic about passing venues where she might attend activities on another 
day and she had particular expectations about the Pyrmont Bridge crossing.  

Walking through the QVB, Roxie's engagement with the rich surroundings was clearly evident. 
She was approached by a performer demonstrating Lush products outside the retail store with 
whom she immediately interacted, welcoming the chance to be adorned with glittering hand 
cream. She enjoyed "watching people and wondering what they were thinking", as well as 
stopping briefly to look at interesting merchandise in shop windows and food from celebrity 
chefs she knew of. During the walk through the QVB Roxie rarely stopped walking for more than 
a moment. One exception occurred under the large central dome, where she paused and 
looked towards the ceiling without any evident care for passers by. She noted that the crowds 
didn't worry her, but that she would "feel lost" if her mother had not been present (Roxie's mother 
accompanied us on our walk). Roxie found the QVB axonometric style colour-coded wayfinding 
map difficult to understand. When making a choice between the stairs and the lift Roxie chose 
the lift because "it is more fun". She pointed out that she feels anxious in most lifts due to a lack 
of vision to the outside; the QVB lifts, with their open air screened windows offered her fun with 
minimal anxiety.  

For all the interest and excitement of the QVB, Roxie welcomed the chance to be outside in the 
sun on Market St. She confidently used the aerial view route map comparing the images of the 
building footprints with the physical landscape to locate herself. The width of the street and 
clear views west towards the pedestrian bridge over Sussex St also assisted Roxie in her 
navigation.  She noted the large number of people using the street and associated this with a 
feeling of assurance, "it shows it's popular." Once we reached the pedestrian bridge the large 
red Darling Harbour sign confirmed we were going in the right direction.   

Once on the Pyrmont Bridge Roxie became excited about identifying landmarks and enjoyed 
being able to see a large areas of the city from one vantage point. Before long she articulated 
that she was disappointed that the bridge was so far above the water, with no areas to play, 
having imagined it as more of a boardwalk (like the esplanade running around the harbour 
edge). Her enthusiasm returned when the mechanics of the swing bridge were explained, and 
she noted that it would have improved her experience if there had been an information board 
visually explaining this aspect.  As with the Lush entertainers, Roxie welcomed interactions with 
people, commenting that it made her happy when strangers trusted us enough to ask us to take 
their picture.   

At the close of the walk Roxie appeared slightly tired, but commented that she had not found the 
walk difficult and thought the areas marked 'steep' on the City’s accessibility map would have 
been more challenging.  

Box 4. Roxie’s walk of route A 
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Box 5 Andy’s trip on route B 

Andy  

 

Andy is in his 50s, lives in the Eastern Suburbs and uses a mobility scooter. 
He loves Sydney CBD and visits the city almost every day. He has intimate 
knowledge of the city but avoids day-time visits as he finds crowds 
intimidating and a hindrance to free movement, especially when people are 
distracted by their mobile phones.  

The availability of charging points is critical to Andy as running out of power 
can leave him stranded and vulnerable, especially at night. He has made 
formal requests to local government to map existing charging station locations and make more 
available. Given than he cannot currently rely on charging points being available, he plans his 
travels carefully, taking into consideration the impact of the route on the battery life of his 
scooter.  

Andy chose Route B (Druitt Street) as he is familiar with the route and he felt it is relatively direct. 
He chose to start the route via the Town Hall Square Arcade however finding the accessible exit 
from the arcade proved a challenge, as it is not signed. As he rode down the Kent Street cycle 
lane Andy pointed out various challenging features such as driveways with limited visibility, 
bollards, level differences, and manhole covers that cause wear and tear to scooter tires.   

Andy struggled to enter the lift at the end of the Druitt Street which appears too small for modern 
scooters. He noted that a nearby ramp provides an alternative route but that it is steep and 
would have drained his scooter’s batteries. Step free access to Darling Harbour requires taking 
a second lift at Druitt Landing however this was out of order. This was not signed, nor were 
directions to alternative step-free routes provided. Andy navigated to the Day Street pedestrian 
bridge, expressing concerns about the impact of the detour on his scooter’s batteries. While 
making the detour he noted several pedestrian crossing control buttons were located away from 
drop kerbs points making them hard to reach. He did however comment favourably on the lifts 
at the Day Street pedestrian bridge, which are more generously sized than those at Druitt Street.   

Navigating Darling Harbour itself was relatively easy. Andy pointed out that charging points are 
available below benches at Tumberlong Park and how after-hours assistance is available at the 
information point under the Western Distributor. He felt that neither were adequately signed 
however. While Andy enjoys Darling Harbour he considers the area’s buskers and outdoor 
dining to be barriers to access.  Areas around the Harbourside Shopping Centre are currently 
under construction and the construction fencing, tree pit depressions and temporary signage all 
made navigation difficult. Once inside the Centre, retail clutter presented barriers to navigation 
while access to the disabled toilets involved crossing a service corridor obstructed by trolleys. 

Traveling up to the end point of the walk at level 2 required using a lift however this too was out 
of order necessitating an additional 15 minute detour around the outside of the building. These 
repeated detours left Andy exhausted and highlighted how what appeared initially to be a 
relatively short and straightforward pedestrian route can be unpredictable and severely 
challenging to a mobility scooter user. 
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Photo 3. Andy in his mobility scooter on the cycle path                 Photo 4 Marianne in her wheelchair with her companion 

 

Marianne 

Marianne is in her 60s years old and lives in the inner suburbs of Sydney. 
She has lived with vision impairment for some time and has impaired 
mobility (prosthetic lower limbs) due to a recent accident which has left 
here confined to a wheel chair. She can no longer navigate the city on her 
own and travels with an assistant – her friend Sarah accompanied her 
during our walkthrough. Marianne regularly visits the city to eat out and 
spend time with friends. Her enthusiasm and determination to live life to the 
full is inspirational. She relates an incident when she was robbed in the 
CBD but this has never deterred her from coming back and she has always 
felt welcome in the city. In her own words, her condition is “not the city’s fault.”  

Marianne was happy for the choice of route to be made by Sarah as she has to push and 
navigate her wheelchair. Sarah selected Route C (Bathurst St) as she is familiar with the route, 
knew the location of the (unsigned) accessible ramp exiting Town Hall Square Arcade and the 
location of lifts. During the walk Sarah drew attention to a number of physical barriers like steep 
gradients and kerb ramps that made manoeuvring the wheelchair difficult. Large distances 
between kerb ramps and pedestrian signal buttons and braille street signage made these hard 
to reach; manhole covers made the route slippery on rainy days; level differences, areas of poor 
quality of footpath surface, crowding and narrow path widths all made it difficult to negotiate the 
route. While aspects of the CBD streets were challenging for Sarah, Marianne enjoyed this part 
of the walk and enthused about music coming from a busker on the other side of the street. She 
repeatedly stated that she loves music and would like to hear more buskers in the city.  

Sarah discussed the design of the Day Street Bridge in detail. She noted the lack of signage 
indicating that lifts were available and that the lifts themselves lacked audible level 
announcements.  She commented on the bridge’s limited visual contrast making changes in 
level and handrails hard to see. Sarah observed that while the flank wall of the bridge provides 
shelter from the wind and traffic noise, it does not provide shelter from the rain. Marianne could 
hear the traffic noise below and appreciated that she was safely separated from it, however she 
found the unusual acoustic environment disorienting.  

Once in Darling Harbour itself, Marianne needed help orienting herself and asked which way it 
was to the casino. Marianne loves the crowds, activity and the buzz of Darling Harbour. She 
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enjoyed music from the Tumberlong Park carousel and commented that would have liked some 
way to know that it was there. Sarah pointed to the irregularly located palm trees, which can 
present a hazard to people with vision impairment. Proceeding to the boardwalk she noted that 
a lack of colour contrast made it hard to differentiate edges and levels and she also noted that 
street and building signage was illegible.  

Marianne loved the presence outdoor dining, buskers, street performers and lively crowds, but 
conceded these can all sometimes act as barriers. She felt that the presence of street life and 
activities made her feel safer as she knew she can seek always seek help. Marianne’s fiercely 
independent spirit came across throughout the walkthrough, as did the importance of the CBD 
as a lively, stimulating, social place, which is critical to her quality of life. 

Box 6. Marianne’s trip on route C 

Valorie 

Valorie is in her 30s, has low vision and walks with a long mobility cane. 
She travels regularly into the CBD but always plans her walking routes 
carefully. If she anticipates that a walk will be particularly challenging she 
brings along a friend or arranges prior orientation with Guide dogs 
NSW/ACT.   

Valorie was unable to see the accessibility map so the information 
available for selecting a preferred route from Town Hall to Darling Harbour was limited. She 
selected Route A (Market Street) because the route is shorter than the other options and 
relatively familiar. Unless she knows a route well, Valorie generally chooses the most direct route 
as she feels this reduces the risk of encountering obstacles, which cannot be navigated in a 
dignified fashion.  

Valorie shorelines with her mobility cane and it is important that she can identify a continuous, 
predictable unobstructed path of travel, preferably along the line of buildings and away from 
traffic. Street grids with regular block sizes are ideal due to their predictability while irregularly 
located clutter along pavements obstructs shorelining, making navigation difficult. During our 
walk we encountered many unexpected features obstructing Valorie’s path of travel. Outdoor 
dining at the southern end of the QVB forced Valorie to walk towards the road while Market 
Street presented a series of unpredictable obstacles such as irregularly spaced trees, safety 
barriers, steps at building entrances, bollards, freestanding signage and columns. Crowds 
make shorelining difficult as they make it hard to sweep the mobility cane widely enough to 
check of obstacles ahead. Crowds also generate noise making it hard to echolocate. Valorie 
avoided walking through the interior of the QVB to avoid these difficulties but had to wait for 
crowds to clear at congested intersections along Market Street.  

While Market Street and Pyrmont bridge effectively form a straight continuous route running 
east-west, the walk involves a number of decision points and changes in level which are not well 
signed for people with low vision. Valorie initially missed the connection to the pedestrian bridge 
over Sussex Street while shorelining along the balustrade edge over the Western Distributor led 
her away from the main path of travel towards Pyrmont Bridge towards a little used office 
building entrance. Directional tactile paving would have been helpful at both locations.  

Valorie felt that Pyrmont Bridge itself was by far the best pedestrian environment along the route. 
While the Bridge presents a number of physical obstacles such as escalator enclosures, 
benches and bins, these are all located away from balustrade edges and the path of travel at 
the perimeter of the bridge is broad and suited to shorelining. The bright well-lit open 
environment means that views are enjoyable for people with low vision resulting in both amenity 
and equity. 

Box 7. Valorie’s trip on route A 
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Ruth 
 
Ruth is in her 60s and has been blind since birth. She leads an active 
independent life, which involves weekly travel into Sydney CBD walking 
with a guide dog. Ruth finds the attention the City of Sydney has given to 
pedestrian paving, tactile signage, junction and drop kerb design means 
the CBD is relatively accessible to her. She generally feels welcome in 
the CBD not least because the guide dog acts as a 'guy-magnet'. She 
does however need to plan journeys with great care and this generally 
involves walking new routes with an assistant several times to train her 
guide dog.  
 
As she is not familiar with the four routes proposed between Town Hall and Darling Harbour, 
and the information on the draft City of Sydney accessibility map is not yet fully accessible for 
blind people, she felt walking one of the routes without preparation would be too difficult. Our 
engagement therefore took the form of an interview and we did not attempt to conduct the walk-
through. 
 
Ruth relies on a very broad range of sensor cues to navigate the city. It is particularly important 
for her to know distances between features and decision points on her routes so that she knows 
when to look out for these cues. She frequently relies on features others might overlook such as 
the smell of soft planting, or the sound of children's play areas. The consistency and 
predictability of these features is very important for Ruth, for example the recent removal of an 
area of soft landscaping on Bathurst Street left her uncertain of her location and without easy 
access to a suitable location to toilet her guide dog.  
 
Traffic presents a significant safety challenge for Ruth and the availability of audible crossings at 
traffic lights along routes is essential. Other types of junctions such as roundabouts are hard for 
blind people to negotiate. The presence of amplified music (such as buskers) which can drown 
out the sound of both signaled crossings and traffic making crossing the road particularly 
hazardous.  
 
While one might have expected indoor concourses such as the underground arcades adjoining 
Town Hall station to help safety and wayfinding, Ruth finds these present significant challenges 
to walking with a guide dog due to congestion, confusing acoustics and the general lack of 
sensory cues to the outside. Similarly public spaces designed for general public amenity, such 
as the wide-open areas surrounding Darling Harbour present challenges as they lack directional 
orientation making it hard to maintain the correct line of travel with a guide dog. Ruth 
nevertheless likes to follow routes which bring her into contact with green spaces where people 
tend to be less stressed and more approachable if she needs assistance. 

Box 8. Ruth’s interview 

 

Post-Walkthrough Exercise 

After undertaking the walk, the four participants without vision impairment were presented with 
photographs of elements (features and settings) along the routes being investigated and asked to 
rank the top 5 positive photos and top 5 negative photos. The four participants with vision 
impairments were asked to describe and rank the 5 positive and 5 negative factors which most 
impact accessibility for them. Their rankings are shown in Table 3 and Table 4. 

 Best Second best Third Best Fourth Best Fifth Best 

Abigail   Clear path Shelter Lifts Bathrooms Shelter 

Andy Separated path Separated 
path 

People 
providing 
assistance 

Lifts Lifts 
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Roxie  Signage  Landmarks  Stairs and 
Lifts  

Landmarks  Landmarks  

Dominick  Wide Street Wide Street  Wide Street  Visible 
alternative to 
stairs  

Amenities  

Valorie  
Clear path for 
shore-lining 

Absence of 
clutter to 
avoid collision 

Clear path 
unobstructed 
for equity of 
access 

Wide footpath 
for walking 
cane 

Audible traffic 
signals for 
safety  

Ruth  
Audible traffic 
signs safety  

Grassed 
areas to toilet 
guide dog 

Even surfaces 
to avoid trip 
hazards 

Tactile 
signage for 
orientation to  

Information 
kiosks for 
assistance and 
directions 

Marissa Entertainment  
Trees for 
enjoyment 

Benches for 
resting 

Good lighting 
for safety  

Signage 
building 
numbers  

Marianne  
Activity is 
enjoyable 

Edge contrast 
is enjoyable  

Green 
networks can 
be good  

Lighting can 
be good  

Wide paths for 
access 

 

Table 3 - 5 best factors 

 

This information is represented in Chart 9. The chart ranks the best factors, from top best to worst 
best. The most best factors are weighted by a factor of 5 – through to the least best, which is 
weighted 1. As demonstrated in the chart, photographs of paths were noted as being the most 
important by a large margin.   

 

 

Chart 9 – best ranked factors 
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 Worst Second 
worst 

Third worst Fourth 
worst 

Fifth worst 

Abigail   
Trip hazard  

Too many 
stairs  

Uneven 
terrain  

Uneven 
terrain Trip hazard  

Andy Poor 
signage  

Road terrain 
hazard  Incline  

Level 
difference Narrow path  

Roxie  Trip hazard Trip hazard  Unnecessary  Clutter  Amenity  
Dominick  

Stairs 
Road 
crossing  Obstacles  Obstacles Crowds  

Valorie  Obstacles  Trip hazards  

Absence of 
accessible 
information  

Incorrectly 
used tactile 
surfaces  

Lack of 
suitable 
directional 
clues  

Ruth  Obstacles Obstacles Obstacles  Buskers Legibility   

Marissa 
Narrow 
footpaths Obstacles  

Overhanging 
trees  Congestion 

Narrow 
footpaths  

Marianne  Activities  Soft edges  
Green 
networks  Paths if flat 

Good 
lighting 

 

Table 4– 5 worst factors 

 

This information is represented in Chart 10. The chart ranks the worst factors, from top worst to least 
worst. It weights the worst factors by 5 – through to the least worst, which is weighted 1. As 
demonstrated in the chart, trip hazards and pathways photographs were noted as being the worst. 

 

Chart 10 – worst ranked factors 
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Summary: 

• Wide clear paths were frequently highlighted as positive features, particularly for 
participants with visual impairment.  

• Lift alternatives to stairs were also noted as a positive.  
• Stairs were frequently noted as a negative making access more difficult.  
• Landmarks and amenities were noted as positives as they made walks more enjoyable. 
• Uneven terrain and level differences frequently highlighted as making physical access 

more difficult. 
• Images of clutter were noted as causing trip hazards and obstacles  

 

 

Post-Walkthrough Interview 

At the end of the fieldwork, participants were asked a series of final questions about the walkthrough. 
When asked what they liked most about the walk, a key theme was enjoyment (particularly those who 
took route A). Other responses included:  

• Confidence in walking the route with vision difficulties 

• Felt pleasant and fairly accessible 

• Enjoyment of activities 

• Felt accessible 

• Enjoyed being able to choose between lifts escalator and stairs.  

• Enjoyed history of the bridge and activities in darling harbour (Route A) 

• Enjoyed the width of streets and wide open views of the city  

When asked what they liked least about the walk participants noted a range of elements including: 

• The presence of obstacles including trees adjoining steps at edge of footway along Market 
St obstructing path of travel  

• Obstacles to travel (such as broken lifts)  

• Confusing signage in Town Hall station.  

• The lack of tactile signage suited to route A was also noted.  

• Lack of shelter 

• Lack of information on maps  
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Participants were also provided an opportunity to share any further thoughts on what information 
would further improve accessibility in the CBD. Responses included: 

• Coordinate information with Transport for NSW initiatives already underway to improve public 
transport access.  

• Improve signage generally and note the location of rest places on maps  

• Mark paths with ease of travel on maps  

• Better coordinate signage to lifts, steps and escalators (and sign post the direction of up and 
down escalators)  

• Provide ‘just in time’ information during walks.  

• Better directional signage  

Drawing Together Information from the Research  

The responses from the questionnaire, interviews and post-walk exercise were compared to the 
elements noted earlier in the report. By looking at the number of times specific elements were 
mentioned the research team was able to identify the key elements that influence the experience in 
accessing the CBD. 

The main categories which emerged were:

• activities 

• terrain, paths & circulation 

• travel time & distance 

• landmarks & points of interest  

The presence of activities created a positive experience (including presence of people, retail, 
crowds) however crowds were cited as a negative in some instances – as they have potential to 
create hazards in the path of travel.  

Terrain was mentioned multiple times by participants mostly as a negative (uneven surfaces, narrow 
paths, lack of kerbs, inclines and trip hazards).   

Travel time and distance was an important factor in informing route choice being, mentioned multiple 
times. Several participants chose route because it appeared to be the shortest or most direct. 
However, individual participants also demonstrated that in some cases they would rank other factors 
of higher importance than travel time and distance.  

Landmarks (including information panels/kiosks, points of interest and parks and major public 
spaces) were noted to provide assistance in improving the wayfinding and legibility of pedestrian 
routes. 
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The relative importance of these categories are shown in Chart 11. 

 

Chart 11 – elements that were important (number of times mentioned) 

 

If we consider the participants’ observations in relation to the four dimensions of accessibility 
identified in the literature review, key observations are summarised as follows:   

• Physical Accessibility: A large proportion of participants identified features of the built 
environment that impact on its accessibility to them. Path surfaces, path widths, lack of kerb 
ramps and presence of obstacles were identified as key barriers: “During our walk we 
encountered many unexpected features obstructing Valorie’s path of travel”5.  In spite of 
these challenges, participants displayed a degree of courage in navigating the public 
domain: “Throughout the walk Marissa used her cane confidently to negotiate pathway 
disturbances and edges.”6 Participants most often relied on other people to assist them in 
overcoming barriers: “…she noted that she is very comfortable asking strangers for help 
when in situations where the built environment lacks the way-finding cues she requires.” 7     

• Social Accessibility: Half the participants felt welcome in the CBD. In open response 
questions, the participants’ most common answer to what made them feel more welcome in 
Sydney’s CBD was ‘parks and green space’. Other contributing factors included retail 
activity and places of interest. Abigail, on walking through the QVB  reflected that  “there’s 
no place like this where I live”8. Most participants felt safe in the CBD, with activity being the 
main contributor to this feeling. Participants noted that they sometimes chose particular 
walking routes through the city due to perceptions of safety: “I don’t take risks”.9 Others 
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relied heavily on accompaniment, whether that be of a guide dog, or a significant other: “she 
would ‘feel lost’ if her mother had not been present.”10 

• Access to Activities: Activities were seen to have a diverse set of impacts on route choice. 
While the participants provided different responses on the types of activities that would lead 
them to choose or avoid a route, activity in general evoked a positive association with safety, 
sense of welcome, way finding, and cultural participation. Interestingly, several participants 
for whom the obstacles caused by activities such as buskers and playgrounds might cause 
physical accessibility barriers put a higher priority on the experience offered by the activity 
itself. Participants were enthusiastic about interacting with their busy and rich surroundings, 
Roxie enjoyed “watching people and wondering what they were thinking”11 

• Access to Information: Just over half of participants planned their walking routes fairly or 
very carefully. In planning walking routes, the most important factors the participants 
highlighted were time, distance and terrain. Participants wanted to understand details about 
the terrain including number of stairs, degree of incline and whether there was the option to 
use a lift or escalator. Participants discussed a number of ways which they obtain 
information including street maps (paper and Google Maps), radio announcements (about 
events) and transport information lines / websites. Many participants identified apps (smart-
phone applications) or other digital media as the most preferred way of accessing 
information about route choice. During the walkthroughs, participants found simple 
directional signage most helpful: “Roxie found the QVB axonometric style colour coded way 
finding map difficult to understand.”12 

Summary 

Overall, terrain, pathways and circulation in the CBD have a big influence on how participants 
experience their journeys. Features such as narrow footway widths and uneven surfaces were 
consistently noted as making access more difficult. Poor placement of kerb ramps and general 
obstacles in the street (such as the inconsistent placement of trees and street furniture) present 
challenges to access.  

Vision impaired participants cited the inconsistent application of signage and other way-finding 
features such as tactile surface indicators, the inconsistent design of footpath edges, and narrow 
footpaths as problematic. By comparison, wide footpaths with sufficient space to accommodate both 
walking and activities were highlighted as desirable.  

Green space and activities (such as retail, and places of interest) generally made people feel 
welcome in the CBD and busy streets and retail activity made people feel safe. These activities were 
found to have a high level of influence on route choice in the CBD. Some participants reported that 
when considering alternatives, they might choose a longer route to come into contact with such 
activities.  

While participants were focussed on the need to plan routes which avoided obstructions, they 
consistently enjoyed encounters with activities. Information about terrain, length of journey, route 

                                                        
10
	Roxie’s	narrative		

11
	Ibid	

12
	Ibid	
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legibility and the presence of activities was cited as being important when making trade-offs about 
which route to take.  

Participants thought accessibility in the CBD could be improved by indicating accessible paths and 
the location of rest places on maps. Participants also highlighted the need for improved signage – in 
particular through the coordination of signage related to lifts, steps and escalators (including 
direction of escalator movement). Most participants wanted to access information about the CBD via 
digital content, reporting both websites and apps as useful media.  
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5. Discussion 
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Answering the Question 

The research has been guided by the following question: 

What information about the urban environment do people with different access and mobility 
requirements need or value when making decisions about the most accessible pedestrian 
route to take? 

The results of the research have outlined that when assessing the accessibility of pedestrian routes 
‘people with different access and mobility needs’ prioritise information about: 

• activities 

• terrain, paths & circulation 

• travel time & distance 

• landmarks & points of interest  

While individual participants noted other specific priorities, these four elements were the most highly 
ranked. This finding is revealing in light of the capability of the current City of Sydney accessibility 
map, which shows only limited aspects of one of these elements - terrain (incline and stairs).  

The research has also revealed that overlaid with these priorities is a more nuanced set of specific 
user values and expectations which will influence the way information about barriers in the built 
environment will be processed and negotiated. These values and expectations are highly subjective 
and include such things as familiarity and perceived ownership,  

"It's my city...blow them!"13  

Comparative Study of the Literature Review and Fieldwork Research Results 

The social model of disability promotes the understanding of disability as accessibility challenges 
that result from external barriers, not an individual’s impairment (Oliver 1990, 2013). The removal of 
these barriers in the built environment is a slow process, and new environments are created 
according to standards that have a limited reach. Universal design responses (a mechanism of a 
‘social model’ of disability) provide a generic, mainly physical, response to a complex set of differing 
needs, sometimes at the expense of social and cultural attitudes and values (Imrie 2012, Boys 2014). 

A more nuanced, user focused response to multiple accessibility dimensions is needed (Pinder 
1995, Shakespeare & Watson 1997, Williams 2000, Clare 2001, Paterson & Hughes 1999). In order 
to improve accessibility in the public domain user perceptions and experiences of access and 
participation must be prioritized. In doing so accessibility must be understood across the four 
dimensions of physical accessibility, social accessibility, access to activities and access to 
information (Akkar 2005, Akkar Ercan & Oya Memluk 2015).   

The City of Sydney’s Inclusion and Disability Action Plan attempts to bring about a nuanced 
approach of this kind, setting out guidelines to ensure that everyone can get around, feel welcome, 
live and walk comfortably, get the information they need, have a say about what happens in their city 
and take part in city life (City of Sydney 2014c). The plan is comprehensive and aims to cater to a 
broad range of user perceptions of accessibility.  

                                                        
13
	Abigail’s	walk	
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Perceptions of accessibly are influenced by a number of key criteria including (Burton, Mitchell 
2006): 

• Safety 

• Legibility 

• Comfort 

• Familiarity 

• Distinctiveness/Interest 

• Physical accessibility 

These criteria place particular requirements on the elements of the built environment, both physical 
and non-physical. The literature review and development of the research method involved creating 
an inventory of these elements in order to test their impact on people’s perception of accessibility 
during the fieldwork (Appendix 1). This process was guided by the research aim: 

To identify a comprehensive range of factors that can help to inform people’s choices of 
accessible pedestrian routes within the City of Sydney. 

12 key elements that impact people's experience of accessibility in the public domain were identified 
from the literature. 

1. Landmarks  

2. Signage 

3. Terrain, paths & circulation 

4. Nodes (decision points) 

5. Zones, character and edges 

6. Amenities & Shelter 

7. Activities 

8. Lighting 

9. Green networks 

10. Travel time & distance 

11. Separation of pedestrian, 
motorized and active transport 

12. Availability of alternative route 
choices 

Participants’ responses in the fieldwork results aligned with 9 of the 12 elements. Lighting, Districts 
and Nodes were not represented in the results, although lighting and nodes did have a limited 
presence in some of the narrative descriptions. The participants’ detailed answers provided practical 
insight into the positive and negative impacts of each element. The results also outlined the priority 
the participants placed on having information about these elements when making decisions about 
which route to take through the city. In a small number of responses, the results sat outside these 12 
elements. These outlying responses pertained to accompaniment (assistance from strangers or 
companions) and technical information tools (such as text to audio tools). 

The research demonstrated that when making decisions about the most accessible pedestrian route 
to take, people with different access and mobility requirements need or value information about 
activities, terrain, travel time & distance, and landmarks. The academic arguments regarding these 
four elements are discussed in relation to the research results in detail below. 
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Activities 

Access to activities is one of the four dimensions of accessibility and refers to people’s ability to 
initiate or participate in activities in the spaces that are relevant and appealing to them (Akkar 2005). 
Activities contribute to how inviting and comfortable a walking route will be to a user.  

The results of the research supported ‘activity’ as a fundamental component of a user’s experience 
of accessibility, highlighting enjoyment, safety, sense of welcome, way-finding and participation as 
key outcomes. Most participants cited activities as the reason they visit the CBD and noted that 
being able to access information about activities was important to them.  

Interestingly, the results illustrated that although some activities resulted in negative impacts on 
users’ physical accessibility, in most cases they would trade that discomfort for the rich experiences 
the city offered. 

Marianne’s fiercely independent spirit came across throughout the walkthrough, as did the 
importance of the CBD as a lively, stimulating, social place, which is critical to her quality of 

life.14 

Terrain, paths and circulation 

Terrain, paths and circulation are elements of physical accessibility, and they impact on the comfort 
and safety of users, and also on their ability to navigate and move quickly and easily along a 
selected route (Sawyer & Bright 2004).  

The fieldwork invited participants to make choices about routes that had varied terrain and 
circulation conditions. The participants were only offered information on two elements of terrain – 
stairs and incline, before making their route choices (as provided on the current City of Sydney 
accessibility map). The research illustrated that there were several other elements they would have 
liked to have information about before making their choice. These included directness, uneven path 
surfaces, difficult kerbs, obstacles, number of steps at stairs, gradient details, trip hazards and path 
width.  

The results showed that different participants might make the same decisions about routes for 
different reasons. For one person, a direct, obstacle free route will appeal because it allows them to 
maintain a sense of dignity as they walk, for another it may be the only route their guide dog has 
been trained to walk.  

What was illuminating about the results was the varying flexibility of the participants to overcome the 
challenges presented by these elements. While there were some who displayed an intrepid 
approach to navigating the city, surprising us with their boldness, for those relying on a guide dog or 
a motorized scooter, the ability to work around these challenges was not a matter of more effort or 
ingenuity, it was simply impossible. It is for these latter users that detailed and current information 
regarding accessibility barriers in the public realm is most critical. 

“Milenka used her cane with a degree of courage to measure the depth of level changes and 
walk closely along drop off points (wharf edges)”15 
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“These repeated detours left Andy exhausted and highlighted how what appeared initially to 
be a relatively short and straightforward pedestrian route can be unpredictable and severely 
challenging to a mobility scooter user.”16 

Time and distance 

Distance can be easily measured, but travel time is relative to the barriers existing in the built 
environment. For walking to be as quick and as convenient as possible for users with accessibility 
needs, information relating to terrain, traffic congestion / signalised crossing waiting time, and on-
street activities must be provided and evaluated by users in order to choose the most achievable 
and direct route.  

The fieldwork results illustrated that the time taken to complete, and distance of, routes was an 
important factor in informing route choice. Several participants noted that they chose their route 
because it appeared to be the shortest or most direct. More detailed information was favoured by 
those with severe vision impairment for whom knowledge of distances between decision points was 
a key requirement. The results also illustrated that perceptions around distance and decision points 
could be influenced by changes in the environment, such as the removal of some landscaping which 
had a particular scent, or the noise of children playing at a playground.  

At a more nuanced level, individual participants also demonstrated that in some cases they would 
rank other factors of higher importance than time and distance. Safety, familiarity and green 
networks were noted as reasons to take a less direct route. 

Landmarks  

Landmarks serve as an orientation cue, often referencing a particular area. They act as mental 
placeholders in the way finding process and break a complex task into manageable parts.  

Landmarks bring legibility and familiarity to the public domain (Burton, Mitchell 2006). This legibility 
and familiarity was seen to give participants confidence to explore, increase their perception of 
welcome and their enjoyment.  

“Roxie became excited about identifying landmarks and enjoyed being able to see large 
areas of the city from one vantage point”17  

The results of the fieldwork illustrated that participants identified information panels/kiosks, points of 
interest and parks and major public spaces as key landmarks that assist in improving the legibility of 
pedestrian routes. 

Summary 

Selected academic literature identified a framework for understanding accessibility in the public 
realm that sought to invert the historic understanding of disability as a function of the individual and 
instead articulate it as accessibility challenges that result from external barriers (Oliver 1990, 2013). 
The literature also called for a more nuanced approach, a step away from universal design, towards 
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something that considered the needs of the individual and their specific values and experiences 
(Pinder 1995, Shakespeare & Watson 1997, Williams 2000, Clare 2001, Paterson & Hughes 1999)  

This study into access in the public domain has sought to discover what information about the urban 
environment people with different access and mobility requirements need or value when making 
decisions about the most accessible pedestrian route to take through Sydney’s CBD. The research 
has focused on specific user experience in order to address the apparent tension between universal 
approaches and those particular to the individual.  

The study has also sought to identify a comprehensive range of factors that can help to inform 
people’s choices of accessible pedestrian routes. The review of literature and methods development 
produced a set of 12 elements that impact people’s decision about accessibly in the public domain. 
The results of the fieldwork confirmed the relevance and reach of these elements to users and 
helped to clarify how they prioritise them. Terrain, landmarks, time & distance and activities were 
identified as the key elements that users required information about when navigating the public 
domain. 
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6. City of Sydney 
     Policy Recommendations 
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Overview 

The City of Sydney is currently revising and reviewing its policies relating to access to the public 
domain and the design of public spaces. Central to this effort is the Draft Public Domain Access 
Policy, which aims to set consistent standards for public domain works. The policy has been 
developed to align with the City’s Inclusion (Disability) Action Plan 2014-17 which sets an 
implementation framework for a broad range of accessibility improvements including the City of 
Sydney accessibility map. 

We have focussed on identifying the information people need to navigate the public realm and how 
this can best be communicated to improve accessibility. Our fieldwork investigations confirmed that 
people do not have access to all of the information they require. This section of the report 
summarises the most important information people told us they need, recommends a method for 
obtaining and recording this information, and demonstrates how this could be communicated to the 
public through further development of the City’s accessibility map and other resources. 

While the main focus of our recommendations is on obtaining and recording information for journey 
planning, mapping these features also provides an important resource with lessons for public realm 
design standards such as those in the Draft Public Domain Access Policy, and strategies for day-to-
day place management to support access and inclusion. 

Map Content 

Participants’ responses in the fieldwork highlighted additional information they need to plan their 
journeys that is not currently available on the City of Sydney Accessibility map. As outlined in the 
previous chapter, the participants consistently prioritised the following four areas, however the 
current accessibility map only shows limited aspects of one of these – terrain (incline and stairs) 

 

1. Activities 

2. Terrain 

3. Travel time & distance 

4. Landmarks & points of interest 

We recommend that the City consider expanding the range of elements included on the accessibility 
map to include the features listed below. Details on how these features could be recorded are set 
out later in this chapter. 

1. Activities 

Cafes were highlighted both for their positive qualities in making walks feel safer and more 
enjoyable, but also as obstacles to movement, in particular where outdoor seating obstructs the path 
of travel. Retail activities were also highlighted as contributing positively by activating the 
environment and negatively where retail clutter obstructs travel. Children’s playgrounds were 
highlighted as they are usually co-located with other amenities, provide opportunities to ask for 
assistance, and a good audible cue for wayfinding. Busking was highlighted as contributing 
enjoyment and as an audible cue for wayfinding, but also as an obstruction to movement and as a 
danger for the visually impaired where music drowns out the sound of traffic and audible pedestrian 
crossing signals. 
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We recommend that information on the City accessibility map is expanded to include the location of 
the following activities: 

• Frontages with one or more cafes with outdoor seating  

• Frontages with one or more cafes without outdoor seating  

• Frontages with retail units 

• Children’s playgrounds 

• Locations consistently used for busking 

2. Terrain and path of travel 

A wide range of elements relating to terrain and path of travel were highlighted by participants. Stairs 
were mentioned by all participants however several commented that they needed to know the 
number of stairs as short flights did not present a challenge to all participants. Many mentioned 
gradient but found it difficult to interpret the description of moderate and steep gradients on the City 
of Sydney accessibility map. We recommend that the map is expanded to indicate: 

• Stairs including the number of stairs 

• Gradient with additional detail describing incline 

Other features highlighted were uneven surface treatment, poorly located or oriented drop kerbs, 
physical obstacles, trip hazards, and narrow footways. We recommend that information on the City’s 
accessibility map is expanded to include a single additional category for footpath challenges, used 
to highlight: 

• Uneven path surface 

• Difficult kerbs 

• Trip hazards 

• Physical obstacles 

• Narrow path width 

3. Travel time and distance 

Many participants based their choice of preferred route on assumptions about distance and travel 
time. Several participants found the length of the walk challenging, especially where detours became 
necessary, while others used the overall length of journey as a proxy indicator for the likelihood of 
encountering unanticipated obstacles. 

Visually impaired participants highlighted the need to know not just the overall length of walks but 
distances between decision points as an indicator for when to sense of physical or audible cues. 

We recommend that information on the City of Sydney accessibility map is developed to highlight the 
following: 
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• Total distance between start and end points of walks 

• Total (typical) travel time between start and end points of walks 

• Distance between decision points 

4. Landmarks & points of interest 

The fieldwork also highlighted the importance of landmarks and other points of interest in supporting 
wayfinding and contributing to the enjoyment of walking in the city. Participants repeatedly 
highlighted the benefits of knowing the location of information panels and kiosks. Visually impaired 
participants commented how braille and audible narrative can contribute significantly to the 
enjoyment of features when they cannot be seen. Parks and other public spaces contributed to 
amenity and provide good locations to ask for assistance, but also present wayfinding challenges 
where there is not an easily discernible path of travel.   

We recommend that information on the City of Sydney accessibility map is developed to highlight the 
following landmarks and points of interest: 

• Information panels and kiosks (including hours of operation) 

• Points of interest 

• Parks and major public spaces 

Route Mapping Method 

The research team has developed a route mapping tool which sets out a method and format for 
recording the additional accessibility map information described above. Route mapping information 
is obtained through a combination of desktop research and fieldwork observation and then inputted 
to an excel-format database following a seven step process. We have sought to minimise the time 
taken in fieldwork - only Step 3 needs to be conducted in the public realm. 

We have tested the tool on Route 1 which was chosen by the majority of participants during our 
fieldwork (Town Hall Station to Harbourside Shopping Centre, via Market Street). The time taken to 
complete each step are included in the tool description below.  

Step 1 Identification of legs between decision points (time taken to complete task: 30 Minutes) 
Sketch the approximate line of the route on the existing accessibility map (aerial view) and break this 
down into legs between known decision points such as changes in direction or level. Prior to 
fieldwork, break down the route into legs and mark these on the route map.  

Step 2 Set up legs on spreadsheet (time taken to complete task: 30 Minutes) 
Add columns for each leg of the route on spreadsheet. Include the GPS coordinates for the start of 
each leg. 

Step 3 Fieldwork (time taken to complete task: 90 Minutes) 
Undertake the walk one leg at a time, recording any elements present with notes and photographs. 
Photographs should be taken with a GPS enabled camera or smart phone capable of recording GPS 
coordinates in photograph metadata.  
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Step 4 Calculate distance between key decision points (time taken to complete task: 30 Minutes) 
Calculate the distance between key decision points using Google Maps, NSW State Government 
Spatial Information Exchange, Nearmaps or similar tools, and add to spreadsheet.  

Step 5 Name photo files (time taken to complete task: 30 Minutes) 
Name the photo files by leg number and element 

Step 6 Record photo GPS data (time taken to complete task: 15 Minutes) 
Add GPS data from photo metadata to the spreadsheet. Note – GPS metadata should be checked 
using Google Maps as there is a risk of error if buildings obstruct satellite connectivity. 

Step 7 Write route descriptions (time taken to complete task: 15 Minutes) 
Create the route description/directions.  

Step 8 Upload information to the City of Sydney map 
Translate the recorded data to the accessibility map.  

We estimate that Steps 1 to 7 require no more than 4 hours and recommend the tool as an efficient 
way of obtaining and recording the expanded range of information highlighted in our research. 

The tool spreadsheet complete with data and photographs recorded while testing the tool on Route 1 
are included in Appendix 2. The resulting route description for Route 1 and a visual mock-up of how 
the data could be presented graphically on the accessibility map are included in Appendices 3 and 
4. 

Route Mapping Data Limitations 

The route mapping tool has been developed to capture a snap shot of information valid at the time 
route mapping is carried out. We recommend that the City of Sydney considers updating the 
information recorded on a regular cycle, preferably at different times of day to gradual build up data 
on how activities along routes vary at different times.  

There may be a case to display the cycle at which route map information is collected on the map 
itself to help manage expectations that the information is current. This could be displayed alongside 
the existing accessibility map disclaimer which states that the information is not guaranteed to be 
comprehensive and up to date.  

We have recommended that journey length is presented both in metres and typical walking time. 
While the distance can be measured accurately, the accessibility map should display a note 
explaining that actual walking times will vary depending on street conditions and personal mobility. 

Choice of Routes 

The route investigated during the research was selected from a short list of routes provided to the 
research team by the City of Sydney. We recommend expanding this list of routes so that the 
accessibility map can eventually provide information on connectivity across a wider range of CBD 
destinations. We recommend that the City: 

• Conduct further research with users who experience significant barriers to accessibility in 
the public domain to identify routes for future mapping, and to prioritise routes where there is 
most community interest. 
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Map Format 

Our fieldwork research highlighted a number of limitations with the format of the current City of 
Sydney accessibility map. Participants noted that, unlike popular resources such as Google and 
Bing Maps, the map does not plot specific routes. Some overlooked the ability to click on map icons 
to obtain further information about features. We observed how fieldwork participants used the aerial 
view we provided to orient themselves, however the deep shadows and the visual foreshortening of 
towers in the accessibility map aerial view makes this difficult near tall buildings in the CBD.  

Several participants commented that while they use web-based maps before leaving the house, they 
prefer accessing using smartphone apps once their journey is underway. Participants referred to 
both mass market apps such as Google Maps, and specialist accessibility apps such those 
developed by Guide Dogs NSW/ACT GPS app and most recently by Transport for NSW for their 
bluetooth beacon trial at Town Hall Station. The City of Sydney has recently developed the Sydney 
Culture Walks App and this provides a further model for promoting walking with app-based 
information. 

One blind participant highlighted specific difficulties using JAWS screen reader software to examine 
the City of Sydney map – for example the map's filter button and some headings are incorrectly 
coded and missed by the audio transcription. Other features lack written location details making it 
impossible for visually impaired users to locate them using screen readers. 

The research has highlighted that the functionality of the existing map can be improved through 
relatively simple adjustments. We recommend: 

• Replacing the existing heavily shaded and foreshortened photographic background to 
improve legibility; 

• Rigorous coding of map data to ensure compatibility with audio transcription software; 

• Ensuring that all street locations are recorded in list view as well as map view; and 

• That the map is further developed to include route descriptions. 

The City of Sydney has developed the accessibility map as an independent web-based resource, 
however the research highlights that people use a wide variety of web-based and smartphone app-
based resources. We recommend that the City: 

• Explore opportunities to share the data collected for the accessibility map so that it can be 
accessed by users of other route mapping platforms on Open Data principles;  

• Consider opportunities to augment the functionality of the City of Sydney map with data from 
other platforms; and 

• Explore opportunities to coordinate the further development of the accessibility map with 
related projects such as the Guide Dogs NSW/ACT GPS app and the City of Sydney’s 
Sydney Culture Walks App; 

Information technology companies such as Google, Apple and Microsoft have invested significant 
sums in developing navigation technologies and have made these resources freely available for 
public use. These companies may welcome the opportunity to incorporate improved accessibility 
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information on their platforms and may be able to bring significant expertise to the accessibility map 
project: We recommend that the City: 

• Explore opportunities for collaboration with a private sector IT partner already involved in 
providing publically accessible navigation software resources.   

Access Data Sharing to Support Urban Governance  

While our recommendations have largely focussed on the application of our research findings for 
route mapping by the City of Sydney, our final comments relate to the relevance of the data sets 
collected for improving accessibility through joined-up urban governance across the City of Sydney. 

The City of Sydney operates a corporate asset management system through which existing 
infrastructure is geo-coded and construction works are logged. There may be scope for information 
collected for the accessibility map to be used to inform the program of works on the asset 
management system. Similarly, there may be scope for public realm improvements managed 
through the asset management system to be reported through updates to the accessibility map. 
Further research is required to determine the feasibility of this approach and any associated 
reputational and legal risks. We recommend that the City: 

• Conduct further research into the feasibility of integrating accessibility map information with 
its existing corporate asset management system. 

• Consider how community expectations should be managed if accessibility mapping and 
asset management systems are linked. 

Our policy review has highlighted how a large number of government and non-government bodies 
impact on accessibility in the CBD. Roads and footways, public transport and buildings are all 
regulated by a diverse range of government bodies at federal, state and local level. Large parts of 
the CBD and harbour foreshore are managed by special purpose bodies such as Property NSW, 
UrbanGrowth NSW, and the Barangaroo Delivery Authority. Many popular routes through the CBD 
pass through arcades and privately managed areas controlled by retail and leisure facility operators. 

Our academic literature review has highlighted the limitations of existing compliance-based codes 
and standards for ensuring equitable access in this fragmented context. Data collected during our 
fieldwork supports this conclusion with many participants highlighting factors related to how places 
are managed and maintained, and social factors not covered by existing codes and standards. The 
evidence suggests that while the existing policy context relies heavily on code-compliance methods, 
a more holistic approach is needed to deliver consistent accessible environments and equitable 
place management across the many bodies involved in the management of the public realm in 
Sydney CBD.  

While sometimes marginalised by private sector and state government procurement mechanisms, 
the City of Sydney’s strong emphasis on both strategic planning and social policy means it is well 
placed to influence the many bodies involves in the development and management of the public 
domain in Sydney CBD. While the City of Sydney accessibility map has been developed as a 
community resource, the map has potential to provide a valuable central record of accessibility 
opportunities and constraints across the CBD. We recommend that data from the map is made 
available to these bodies with a view to coordinating future development in the public realm and 
promoting best practice urban place management.  
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7. Conclusions 
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The City of Sydney has made a commitment to creating an environment of equity of access for all 
people. One aspect of delivering on this commitment has been the development of an accessibility 
map that provides information about key elements of the built environment that may influence 
individuals’ choice of route.  

The current City of Sydney accessibility map provides valuable information about key elements of the 
built environment such as stairs, inclines and some facilities that may influence individuals’ choice of 
route. It is a useful way to convey information about accessing the city. Our research has focussed 
on whether this information is sufficient for people with specific access challenges to make informed 
choices about their journeys, to identify what additional information is required and how this can be 
obtained. 

In the first stage of the study, the research team undertook an extensive literature review and found 
that perceptions of accessibly are influenced a broader number of criteria: 

• Safety 

• Legibility 

• Comfort 

• Familiarity 

• Distinctiveness 

• Physical accessibility 

Attached to these criteria are a number of elements of the environment, both physical and non-
physical: 

• Landmarks 

• Signage 

• Terrain, paths & circulation 

• Nodes (decision points) 

• Zones character and edges 

• Amenities & Shelter 

• Activities 

• Lighting 

• Green networks 

• Travel time & distance 

• Separation of pedestrian, motorized 

and active transport 

• Availability of alternative route choices 

During the research stage of the study, fieldwork was undertaken to explore the extent to which 
these broad range of criteria and elements might inform perceptions about accessibility in the 
Sydney CBD. The fieldwork highlighted that the current City of Sydney map only shows a part of 
what people would like to see when accessing information about the city. In coming to this view the 
research consolidated the perspectives of a number of research participants to understand the 
specific contextual issues about how information is used to inform accessibility. Insights gained from 
fieldwork and discussions with participants found that the following elements were viewed 
consistently amongst participants as being important when accessing information: 

• Activities: The presence of vibrancy and people make for an enjoyable experience in 
accessing the CBD. Cafes, buskers and retail make walks feel safer and more enjoyable. 
Activities provide good audible cues for wayfinding, are often co-located with important 
amenities, and can provide people opportunities to interact with other people. However, 
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activities can also create obstacles to movement for some people, for example outdoor 
seating and retail clutter can obstruct the path of travel. Busking can act as an audible cue 
for wayfinding, but also as an obstruction to movement and as a danger for the visually 
impaired where music drowns out the sound of traffic and audible pedestrian crossing 
signals. The insights highlighted the extremely nuanced way individuals perceive the city 
environment.   

• Terrain: The terrain of the city can provide a pleasant experience, particularly when 
footpaths are wide and there is adequate separation between road, cycle paths and 
footpath. Terrain can also present challenges where gradients are steep and where steps 
are present. Footpath quality and material can also affect the experience.  

• Time and distance: Distance and time taken to make a journey are important factors when 
physically accessing the city. Some people associate distance and time with access 
challenges. For people with vision impairments audible cues are important for most walking 
trips however more audible cues are required for longer trips.   

• Landmarks: Landmarks serve as an orientation cue and can bring legibility and familiarity to 
the public domain. They act as mental placeholders in the wayfinding process and break a 
complex task into manageable parts as well as bringing enjoyment to physically accessing 
the city. Landmarks can support wayfinding especially if they are associated with signage, 
information panels and kiosks. Tactile signage such as braille and recorded narratives can 
also contribute significantly to the enjoyment of features when they cannot be seen at 
landmark locations. However, open spaces around landmarks can also present challenges 
for visually impaired people when there is not an easily discernible path of travel. 

While meeting with participants, the research team experienced an enthusiasm and love for the City 
of Sydney, but also a desire to see continual improvement in its accessibility. These insights, 
gathered from interviews, walkthroughs and exercises led to the conclusion that the current City of 
Sydney map serves a useful purpose but needs to be expanded to include information that is 
sufficiently nuanced for people to make choices about accessing the city suited to their individual 
needs.  

In outlining the scope of the additional information required the research team sought to include 
information on positive elements that people enjoy while highlighting barriers to accessibility. These 
barriers can often be in locations that are otherwise desirable and the team wanted to highlight this 
information as well.   

This research together with the fieldwork has led to a number of key recommendations for the City of 
Sydney: 

• Our primary recommendation is that the current City of Sydney map could be expended to 
include additional information about activities, times and distance, terrain, and landmarks. 
This information would enable the City of Sydney to meet the needs of a broader range of 
people.  

We have proposed a route mapping tool which can be used to obtain this information in an 
efficient manner. The tool and a worked example of how it can be used to map routes 
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between Town Hall Station and the Harbourside Shopping Centre at Darling Harbour are 
included in Appendix 2. 

When using the tool to map activities in the CBD the City of Sydney could consider including: 

o Frontages with one or more cafes with outdoor seating  

o Frontages with one or more cafes without outdoor seating  

o Frontages with one or more retail units 

o Children’s playgrounds 

o Locations consistently used for busking 

When mapping terrain in the CBD the City of Sydney could consider including elements 
such as: 

o Uneven path surface 

o Difficult kerbs 

o Trip hazards 

o Physical obstacles 

o Narrow path width 

When mapping distance and time for key routes in the CBD the City of Sydney could 
consider including elements in the tool such as: 

o Total distance between start and end points of walks 

o Total (typical) travel between start and end points of walks 

o Distance between decision points 

When mapping landmarks in the CBD the City of Sydney could consider including elements 
in the tool such as: 

o Information panels and kiosks (including hours of operation) 

o Points of interest 

o Parks and major public spaces 

• The route investigated during the research was selected from a short list of routes provided 
by the City of Sydney. We recommend expanding this list of routes so that the accessibility 
map can eventually provide information on connectivity across a wider range of CBD 
destinations. As a first step the City should consider: 

o Conducting further research to identify routes for future mapping, and to prioritise 
routes where there is most community interest. 
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• In addition to using the proposed tool to expand the range of information shown on the City 
of Sydney map, there is also an opportunity to enhance the map interface. The City of 
Sydney could achieve this through relatively simple adjustments such as: 

o Replacing the existing heavily shaded and foreshortened photographic background 
to improve legibility; 

o Rigorous coding of map data to ensure compatibility with audio transcription 
software; 

o Ensuring that all street locations are recorded in list view as well as map view; 

o That the map is further developed to include route information. 

• The accessibility map has been developed as an independent web-based resource however 
a broader web-based and smartphone app-based resource would enable the tool to meet 
the needs of a wider range of people including those with specific access challenges. We 
recommend that the City: 

o Explore opportunities to share the data collected for the accessibility map so that it 
can be accessed by users of other route mapping platforms on Open Data 
principles;  

o Consider opportunities to augment the functionality of the City of Sydney map with 
data from other platforms; and 

o Explore opportunities to coordinate the further development of the accessibility map 
with related projects such as the Guide Dogs NSW/ACT GPS app and the City of 
Sydney’s Sydney Culture Walks App; 

o Explore opportunities for collaboration with a private sector IT partner already 
involved in providing publically accessible navigation software resources.   

• The City of Sydney operates a corporate asset management system through which existing 
infrastructure is geo-coded and construction works are logged. We recommend that the City: 

o Conduct research into the feasibility of integrating accessibility map information with 
its existing corporate asset management system. 

o Consider how community expectations should be managed if accessibility mapping 
and asset management systems are linked. 

• While the City of Sydney map has been developed as a community resource, the 
development and use of the map presents opportunities for joined up urban governance. We 
recommend sharing information collected for the accessibility map with other government 
agencies and private bodies involved in place management and the renewal of the public 
realm in the CBD so that barriers to access identified on the map can be mitigated and 
strategic accessible routes developed between key locations.  

The recommendations outlined above are based on a rigorous evidence-based research method. 
There are however limitations to the research: 
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• All fieldwork was conducted during day-lit hours and generally in dry weather. Further 
studies could consider how accessibility information needs vary at other times of day and 
weather conditions.  

• We engaged with a relatively small sample of eight participants with a specific range of 
access challenges. The size of the sample could be expanded and the profile of participants 
could be extended to include other access challenges such as hearing impairment. 

• The fieldwork focussed on four routes between two points in the Sydney CBD. There is 
potential for further studies to collect data on other routes.  

Our research findings have highlighted how the accessibility of the public realm is not static 
condition, nor is it universally applicable. Access challenges change as the activities which take 
place in Sydney CBD vary from day to day. Similarly, each of our participants approached their 
walkthrough from a different point of view and their experiences were unique. From this point of view, 
a rigid universal approach to enabling accessibility in the public realm is unlikely to succeed. 

Information is the key dimension of accessibility that can cut across these variables. The information 
itself must meet the needs of a varied audience, and it must draw on their input. It must be current, 
clear and user-friendly. It may suggest, but it must provide the user with enough detail to enable 
them to make choices for themselves.  

The recommendations in this report are designed to enable the City of Sydney to provide 
personalised information suited to the diverse community that accesses the CBD very day. Adoption 
of these recommendations will enable the City of Sydney to provide a leading example to other cities 
in Australia.   
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Appendix 1: Key Elements of Pedestrian Experience 

Element Criteria Description Photo 

Landmarks  
 

Legibility 
Familiarity  
Distinctiveness 

Landmarks include major buildings or landscape 
element in an urban environment. Landmarks serve 
two useful purposes: 

• acting as orientation cues / reference points, 
• augmenting the user experience. 

Global landmarks which are visible from a large 
surrounding area can help people judge their 
orientation within a wide area. These contrast with 
local landmarks, which can be seen only in the 
immediate vicinity.  
 
In wayfinding, a marker is an object that marks a 
locality. Markers such as arches, monuments, building 
entrances, kiosks, banners, artwork and natural 
features that give strong identities to various parts of a 
site or building. They act as mental landmarks in the 
way finding process and break a complex task into 
manageable parts. 
 
(Lynch 1960, 1961; Burton & Mitchell 2006) 
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Element Criteria Description Photo 

Signage Safety 
Legibility 

Signage is commonly employed to enhance 
wayfinding efficiency. There are four main categories: 
(1) orientation, (2) directional information, (3) 
destination identification, and (4) situation and object 
identification. 
 
Signage must be designed for different sensory needs 
– eg tactile signage / braille and audible signage. 
 
(Apelt et al. 2007,  
Centre for Inclusive Design and Environmental Access 
2001) 
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Element Criteria Description Photo 

Terrain  
Paths and 
circulation 

Safety 
Legibility 
Comfort 
Familiarity 
Distinctiveness 
Physical Accessibility  
 

Terrain impacts on the comfort and safety of users, 
and also on their ability to move quickly and easily 
along a selected route.  
 
Terrain may include gradient and the presence of 
steps, and footpath quality and material. Difficult 
terrain can be made more accessible through the 
provision of measures such as handrails, tactile 
indicators, removal of trip hazards, and alternative 
route signage.  
 
The circulation system is a key organizing element of 
a site or building. People use circulation systems to 
develop a mental map. 
 
(Burton & Mitchell 2006; Lynch 1960; Centre for 
Inclusive Design and Environmental Access 2001) 

 
 

Nodes 
(decision 
points) 

Legibility 
Familiarity 
Distinctiveness 
 

A node is a point at which subsidiary parts originate. 
People make decision points at nodes in paths. As a 
result, nodes should contain graphic and architectural 
information to assist with those decisions. 
 
(Centre for Inclusive Design and Environmental 
Access 2001) 
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Element Criteria Description Photo 

Zones, 
character and 
edges 

Safety 
Legibility  
Comfort 
Familiarity 
Distinctiveness 
 

Distinctly identifiable areas with distinguishable 
character can help support access and wayfinding. A 
legible street hierarchy with busier, more trafficked 
main streets and smaller, quieter lanes will respond to 
a user’s (especially seniors) expectation of familiarity 
and their ability to choose comfortable routes.  
 
‘Pedestrianised’ streets or streets with clear separation 
of pedestrian, cycle and car traffic reduce risk of injury 
to pedestrians.  
 
Wayfinding edges determine where an area begins or 
ends. Specific boundary edge conditions such as 
pathways and subway platform edges required both 
visual and tactile edge detection. 
 
(Burton & Mitchell 2006, Lynch 1960; Centre for 
Inclusive Design and Environmental Access 2001; City 
of Sydney 2012) 
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Element Criteria Description Photo 

Amenities & 
Shelter 

Safety 
Legibility  
Comfort 
Physical Accessibility 
 

The availability of amenities impacts on the comfort of 
users. Amenities may include fixed furniture and 
shelter, toilets, and water provision. 
 
Exposure to strong sunshine or rain can significantly 
hinder walkability, especially for older adults who may 
suffer from fatigue in high summer time temperatures 
or fear injury from slipping on wet surfaces. 
 
Shelter from street trees or man-made canopies can 
improve accessibility and help wayfinding by 
signaling routes between destinations.  
 
(Gehl Architects, 2007, Burton & Mitchell 2006) 

 
 

Activities  Safety 
Legibility 
Comfort 
Familiarity 
Distinctiveness 

Activities and points of interest contribute to how 
inviting and comfortable a walking route will be to a 
user and whether it feels safe.  
 
Activities and points of interest may include retail or 
food service zones, children’s playgrounds, public art, 
local landmarks or public facilities (galleries, 
museums etc).  
 
(Burton & Mitchell 2006) 
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Element Criteria Description Photo 

Lighting Safety 
Legibility 
Distinctiveness 
Physical Accessibility 

The presence of consistent and effective lighting at 
night impacts real and perceived levels of safety and 
security. 
 
Good levels and distribution of lighting can support 
legibility and wayfinding and improve physical 
accessibility by highlighting barriers. 
 
Permanent or intermittent creative lighting scheme can 
provide distinctiveness and interest to areas 
encouraging access and activity. 
 
(Painter 1996, Burton & Mitchell 2006) 

 
 

Green 
networks 

Legibility 
Comfort 
Distinctiveness 
 

The provision of trees for shade, visual amenity, heat 
reduction and air quality will impact a user’s comfort.  
 
Connected green spaces (small parks, seating under 
trees, roadside planting, large parks etc.) contribute to 
both the legibility of urban routes and an overall 
increase in livability, making places more interesting 
and attractive. 
 
(Schaffer 2015) 
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Element Criteria Description Photo 

Travel time & 
Distance 

Comfort 
Physical accessibility 

Distance can be easily measured, but travel time is 
relative to the barriers existing in the built environment.  
 
To plan journeys which are as quick, convenient and 
easy as possible, users with accessibility challenges 
need information relating to a wide range of factors 
such as terrain, congestion, signalised crossings, and 
on street activities. 
 
(Talen 2002) 

 
 

Separation of 
pedestrians 
(from 
motorised and 
active 
transport) 

Safety 
Legibility 
Comfort 
Physical accessibility 

Conflicts between people walking at different speeds, 
or between pedestrians, cyclists and motor vehicles 
can detract significantly from the user experience and 
people’s sense of safety. 
 
Visual and tactile demarcation of zones for 
pedestrians, active transport users and motorised 
vehicles supports inclusion in the public realm by 
helping people with different mobility share public 
space without introducing barriers. 
 
(City of Sydney 2012a)  
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Element Criteria Description Photo 

Co-location of 
alternative 
routes 

Legibility 
Physical accessibility 

Provision of alternative routes between destinations 
can support the needs users with diverse access 
needs, for example to avoid steps, steep gradients or 
challenging surfaces. 
  
The need to make use of alternative routes can limit 
equity of access where the route has reduced 
amenity, inappropriately lengthens journeys or 
separates users.  
 
Care needs to be taken to ensure that alternative 
routes are integrated into the public realm, can be 
clearly identifies and appear inclusive.  
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Appendix 2: Route Mapping Tool  

1 Route mapping tool spreadsheet with data for Route A 

 

1

Access in the public domain - route mapping tool 

Town hall station to harbourside darling harbour via Pyrmont Bridge - total distance 1.1km, total time 19 min (approx)

Element Leg 1A - Town Hall Station Element Leg 1B - Town Hall Station

Exit the station concourse via the eastern ticket gates 
and use the lift or stairs (number) to George St ground 
level. Cross Druitt St at the signalled intersection in a 

diagonal direction towards the QVB 

Exit the station concourse via the northern ticket gates  
and veer left into the QVB arcade. Proceed to the lift 
and stairs. Take the stairs (24) or lift to ground floor.

Lat -33.8730 Long 151.2070 Lat -33.8730 Long 151.2070

Notes Notes

Distance between 
decision points (m)

145.00 Distance between 
decision points (m)

90.00

Activities Activities

FALSE Cafe with outdoor 
seating TRUE Cafe with outdoor 

seating

Luneburger and Chatime seating on either side of 
walkway / Leg 1B_cafe w outdoor seat.JPG / lat -

33.8728 Long 151.2068

FALSE Cafe without outdoor 
seating

FALSE Cafe without outdoor 
seating

TRUE Retail
Retail full length of George St east / Leg 1A_retail.JPG / 

Long
-33.873228 Lat 151.207126

TRUE Retail Retail full length on both sides / Leg 
1B_retail_crowding.JPG / Lat -33.873 Long 151.207

FALSE Playgrounds FALSE Playgrounds

TRUE Buskers/Entertainme
nt Likely

Popular busking spot crn George and Druitt / Leg 
1A_busker.JPG / Lat -33.873097 Long 151.207156

FALSE Buskers/Entertainme
nt Likely

TRUE Crowding Significant crowds exiting eastern ticket gates / Leg 
1A_crowding 2.JPG / Lat -33.873518 Long 151.207042

TRUE Crowding Significant crowds exiting northern ticket gates / Leg 
1B_retail_crowding.JPG / Lat -33.873 Long 151.207

FALSE FALSE

Terrain Terrain

FALSE Uneven path surface FALSE Uneven path surface

FALSE Difficult curb FALSE Difficult curb

FALSE Obstacles TRUE Obstacles QVB advertising display / Leg 1B_obstacle / Lat -
33.8729 Long 151.2068

FALSE Stairs (no.of) 15+ stairs between concourse ans street level TRUE Stairs (no.of) 24 stairs in 4 banks with 3 landings / Leg 1B_QVB 
stairs.JPG /Lat -33.8723 Long 151.2066

FALSE Gradients FALSE Gradients

FALSE Trip hazards FALSE Trip hazards

FALSE Path width FALSE Path width

TRUE Lift
Lift giving travel between eastern side of station 

concourse and eastern side of George Street 50m from 
the crn of George and Druitt Sts

TRUE Lift Lift giving travel between Lower Level of QVB to 
Ground floor (and QVB floors above)

Landmarks and 
points of interest

Landmarks and 
points of interest

FALSE Information 
panels/info kiosks

FALSE Information 
panels/info kiosks

FALSE Points of Interest FALSE Points of Interest

TRUE Parks & major Public 
spaces

Town Hall / Leg 1A_Townhall.JPG /Lat  -33.873240 
Long 151.206719

FALSE Parks & major Public 
spaces
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1

Element Leg 2A - QVB ground level Element Leg 2B - QVB york street 

OPTION A Proceed through the ground floor of the 
QVB and exit at the northern end onto Market St 

OPTION B proceed around the QVB on George or York 
Sts to Market St

Lat -33.8725 Long 151.2068 Lat -33.8725 Long 151.2068

Notes Notes

Distance between 
decision points (m)

210.00 Distance between 
decision points (m)

200.00

Activities Activities

TRUE Cafe with outdoor 
seating

Tables and chairs in central locations / Leg 2A_cafe w 
outdoor seating.JPG / Lat -33.8722 Long 151.2068 TRUE Cafe with outdoor 

seating
Tables and chairs in edge locations / Leg 2_cafe w 

outdoor seating_2B.JPG /Lat  -33.8728 Long 151.2066

FALSE Cafe without outdoor 
seating

FALSE Cafe without outdoor 
seating

TRUE Retail Consistent retail internal building edge / Leg 
2A_Building edge.JPG / Lat -33.8724 Long 151.2068

TRUE Retail
Consistent retail building edge (mostly not accessible 

from street) / Leg 2B_Building edge.JPG / Lat -33.8722 
Long 151.2065

FALSE Playgrounds FALSE Playgrounds

FALSE Buskers/Entertainme
nt Likely

FALSE Buskers/Entertainme
nt Likely

TRUE Crowding Consistent pedestrian movement / Leg 
2A_crowding.JPG / Lat -33.8722 Long 151.2068

TRUE Crowding Consistent pedestrian movement / Leg 
2B_crowding.JPG / Lat -33.8722 Long 151.2065

FALSE FALSE

Terrain Terrain

FALSE Uneven path surface FALSE Uneven path surface

FALSE Difficult curb FALSE Difficult curb

FALSE Obstacles FALSE Obstacles

FALSE Stairs (no.of) FALSE Stairs (no.of)

FALSE Gradients FALSE Gradients

FALSE Trip hazards FALSE Trip hazards

FALSE Path width FALSE Path width

FALSE Lift FALSE Lift

Landmarks and 
points of interest

Landmarks and 
points of interest

FALSE Information 
panels/info kiosks

FALSE Information 
panels/info kiosks

FALSE Points of Interest FALSE Points of Interest

TRUE Parks & major Public 
spaces

QVB Building especially central dome and suspending 
clock / Leg 2A_QVB dome.JPG / Lat -33.8717 Long 

151.2067
TRUE Parks & major Public 

spaces
QVB Building / Leg 2B_QVB.JPG / Lat -33.8722 Long 

151.2065
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1

Element Leg 3 - Market Street from York St to Clarence St Element Leg 4 - Market St from Clarence St to Kent St

Turn left (west) on the southern Market St footpath and 
cross York St at the signalled intersection. Proceed 
westward on Market St and cross Clarence St at the 

signalled intersection

Proceed westward on Market St and cross Kent St at 
the signalled intersection

Lat -33.8709 Long 151.2066 Lat -33.8710 Long 151.2054

Notes Notes

Distance between 
decision points (m)

95.00 Distance between 
decision points (m)

75.00

Activities Activities

Cafe with outdoor 
seating

Cafe with outdoor 
seating

FALSE Cafe without outdoor 
seating

TRUE Cafe without outdoor 
seating

Bar bellacino / Leg 4_cafe wo outdoor seat.JPG / Lat -
33.8709 Long 151.2056

TRUE Retail Limited retail in base of commercial building (tailor) / 
Leg 3_retail.JPG / -33.8710 Long 151.2057

TRUE Retail Limited - café and convenience store / Leg 4_cafe wo 
outdoor seat.JPG / Lat -33.8709 Long 151.2056

FALSE Playgrounds FALSE Playgrounds

TRUE Buskers/Entertainme
nt Likely

Popular busking location crn Market and York / Leg 
2_Busker.JB / Lat -33.8709 Logng 151.2064

FALSE Buskers/Entertainme
nt Likely

TRUE Crowding Consistent pedestrian traffic / Leg 3_pedestrian 
traffic.JPG / Lat -33.8709 Long 151.2059

TRUE Crowding Consistent pedestrian traffic / Leg 4_pedestrians.JPG / 
Lat -33.809 Long 151.2053

FALSE FALSE

Terrain Terrain

FALSE Uneven path surface FALSE Uneven path surface

FALSE Difficult curb FALSE Difficult curb

TRUE Obstacles
Trees in centre of path. Inconsistent building line edge 

due to stepped access from footpath / Leg 
3_obstacles.JPG / Lat -33.8708 Long 151.2061

FALSE Obstacles

FALSE Stairs (no.of) FALSE Stairs (no.of)

TRUE Gradients Cross fall towards road / Leg 3_crossfall.JPG / Lat -
33.8710 Long 151.2058

TRUE Gradients Gradient between 1:20 and 1:14

TRUE Trip hazards Stairs grading out of footpath Leg 3_trip hazard.JPG / -
33.8709 Long 151.2061

TRUE Trip hazards Step grading out of footpath / Leg 4_trip hazard.JPG / 
Lat -33.8709 Long 151.2054

TRUE Path width
Line of trees planted close to building steps reducing 
path width left of trees / Leg 3_obstacles.JPG / Lat -

33.8708 Long 151.2061
FALSE Path width

FALSE Lift FALSE Lift

Landmarks and 
points of interest

Landmarks and 
points of interest

FALSE Information 
panels/info kiosks

FALSE Information 
panels/info kiosks

FALSE Points of Interest FALSE Points of Interest

FALSE Parks & major Public 
spaces

FALSE Parks & major Public 
spaces
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Element Leg 5 - Market St from Kent St to pedestrian bridge Element Leg 6 - Pedestrian Bridge part 2

Proceed westward on Market St and veer right mid 
block towards the start of the pedestrian bridge

Proceed over the pedestrian bridge towards junction 
with Pyrmont Bridge. Take stairs (37), lift or escalators 

to lower level 

Lat -33.8711 Long 151.2048 Lat -33.8710  Long 151.2044

Notes Notes

Distance between 
decision points (m)

30.00 Distance between 
decision points (m)

200.00

Activities Activities

Cafe with outdoor 
seating

Cafe with outdoor 
seating

FALSE Cafe without outdoor 
seating

FALSE Cafe without outdoor 
seating

FALSE Retail FALSE Retail

FALSE Playgrounds FALSE Playgrounds

FALSE Buskers/Entertainme
nt Likely

FALSE Buskers/Entertainme
nt Likely

FALSE Crowding FALSE Crowding

FALSE FALSE

Terrain Terrain

FALSE Uneven path surface FALSE Uneven path surface

FALSE Difficult curb FALSE Difficult curb

TRUE Obstacles

Information sign and map. Advertising signage. Tree 
guards /Leg 5_info panel.JPG / Lat  -33.8709 Long 

151.2046 AND Leg 5_obstacle. JPG /Lat -33.871 Long 
151.2046

FALSE Obstacles

FALSE Stairs (no.of) FALSE Stairs (no.of)

TRUE Gradients Gradient between 1:20 and 1:14 TRUE Gradients Gradient between 1:20 and 1:14 / Leg 6_incline.JPG / 
Lat -33.871057 Long 151.204281

FALSE Trip hazards FALSE Trip hazards

FALSE Path width FALSE Path width

FALSE Lift TRUE Lift Lift escalator or stair choice / Leg 6_lift stairs.JPG / Lat -
33.871051 Long 151.202523

Landmarks and 
points of interest

Landmarks and 
points of interest

TRUE Information 
panels/info kiosks

Info and map panel / Leg 5_info panel.JPG / Lat  -
33.8709 Long 151.2046

FALSE Information 
panels/info kiosks

FALSE Points of Interest TRUE Points of Interest Views to Darling Harbour / Darling Harbour views.JPG /  
Lat -33.871033 Long 151.202356

FALSE Parks & major Public 
spaces

FALSE Parks & major Public 
spaces
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Element Leg 7 - Pyrmont Bridge Element Leg 8 - arrive Harbourside 

Immediately turn right to access Pyrmont bridge and 
proceed over Darling Harbour. 

 4:48 PM
Exit Pyrmont Bridge into the Harbourside Shopping 

Centre (upper level). Take stairs (number of) or lift (on 
right after entering) to ground floor. 

Lat -33.8710 Long 151.2024 Lat -33.8703 Long 151.1984

Notes Notes

Distance between 
decision points (m)

390.00 Distance between 
decision points (m)

60.00

Activities Activities

Cafe with outdoor 
seating TRUE Cafe with outdoor 

seating

Several cafes include outdoor dining with tables run 
centrally through the shopping centre or in some cases 

along the shopfront edge / Leg 8_cafes w outdoor 
seaing.JPG / Lat -33.8703 Long 151.1984

FALSE Cafe without outdoor 
seating

TRUE Cafe without outdoor 
seating

Numerous cafes / Leg 8_cafes wo outdoor seaing.JPG / 
Lat -33.8703 Long 151.1984

FALSE Retail TRUE Retail Full retail  / Leg 8_retail.JPG / Lat -33.8703 Long 
151.1984

FALSE Playgrounds FALSE Playgrounds

FALSE Buskers/Entertainme
nt Likely

FALSE Buskers/Entertainme
nt Likely

FALSE Crowding FALSE Crowding

FALSE FALSE

Terrain Terrain

FALSE Uneven path surface FALSE Uneven path surface

FALSE Difficult curb FALSE Difficult curb

FALSE Obstacles TRUE Obstacles Advertising signage and café seating / Leg 8_obstacles 
/ Lat -33.8703 Long 151.1984

FALSE Stairs (no.of) TRUE Stairs (no.of) 22 in 3 banks with 2 landings / Leg 8_stairs.JPG / Lat -
33.8702 Long 151.1992

FALSE Gradients FALSE Gradients

FALSE Trip hazards FALSE Trip hazards

FALSE Path width FALSE Path width

FALSE Lift TRUE Lift Lift present at staircase / Leg 8_lift.JPG / Lat -33.8702 
Long 151.1989

Landmarks and 
points of interest

Landmarks and 
points of interest

TRUE Information 
panels/info kiosks

Tourist map midway on Bridge. And at western end / 
Leg 7_info panel 1.JPG / Lat -33.8709 Long 151.2013 

AND Leg 7_info panel 2.JPG / Lat -33.8702 Long 
FALSE Information 

panels/info kiosks

FALSE Points of Interest TRUE Points of Interest Harbourside shopping centre /  Lat -33.8703 Long 
151.1984

TRUE Parks & major Public 
spaces

Pyrmont Bridge. Darling Harbour. / Leg 7_Darling 
Harbour.JPG / Lat -33.870650 Long 151.200763

FALSE Parks & major Public 
spaces
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2 Photographs referred in route mapping tool spreadsheet for Route A 

Image description and 

file name   

Image GPS 

coordinates   

Image 

Leg 1A   

Town Hall / Leg 
1A_Townhall.JPG 

Lat  -33.873240 
Long 151.206719 

 

Retail full length of 
George St east / Leg 
1A_retail.JPG 

Lat -33.873228 
Long 151.207126 

 

Popular busking/vendor 
spot crn George and 
Druitt / Leg 
1A_busker.JPG 

Lat -33.873097 
Long 151.207156 

 

Significant crowds 
exiting eastern ticket 
gates / Leg 
1A_crowding 2.JPG 

Lat -33.873518 
Long 151.207042 
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Image description and 

file name   

Image GPS 

coordinates   

Image 

Leg 1B   

Luneburger and Chatime 
seating on either side of 
walkway / Leg 1B_cafe 
w outdoor seat.JPG 

Lat -33.8728  

Long 151.2068 

 

Retail full length on both 
sides / Leg 
1B_retail_crowding.JPG 

Lat -33.873  

Long 151.207 

 

Significant crowds 
exiting northern ticket 
gates / Leg 
1B_retail_crowding.JPG 

Lat -33.873  

Long 151.207 
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Image description and 

file name   

Image GPS 

coordinates   

Image 

QVB advertising display 
/ Leg 1B_obstacle.JPG 

Lat -33.8729  

Long 151.2068 

 

24 stairs in 4 banks with 
3 landings / Leg 
1B_QVB stairs.JPG 

Lat -33.8723  

Long 151.2066 

 

Leg 2A   

QVB Building especially 
central dome and 
suspending clock / Leg 
2A_QVB dome.JPG 

Lat -33.8717  

Long 151.2067 
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Image description and 

file name   

Image GPS 

coordinates   

Image 

Tables and chairs in 
central locations / Leg 
2A_cafe w outdoor 
seating.JPG 

Lat -33.8722  

Long 151.2068 

 

Consistent retail internal 
building edge / Leg 
2A_Building edge.JPG 

Lat -33.8724  

Long 151.2068 

 

Consistent pedestrian 
movement / Leg 
2A_crowding.JPG 

Lat -33.8722  

Long 151.2068 
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Image description and 

file name   

Image GPS 

coordinates   

Image 

Leg 2B   

Tables and chairs in 
edge locations / Leg 
2_cafe w outdoor 
seating_2B.JPG 

Lat  -33.8728  

Long 151.2066 

 

Consistent retail 
building edge (mostly 
not accessible from 
street) / Leg 
2B_Building edge.JPG 

Lat -33.8722  

Long 151.2065 

 

Consistent pedestrian 
movement / Leg 
2B_crowding.JPG 

Lat -33.8722  

Long 151.2065 
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Image description and 

file name   

Image GPS 

coordinates   

Image 

QVB Building / Leg 
2B_QVB.JPG 

Lat -33.8722  

Long 151.2065 

 

Popular busking 
location crn Market and 
York / Leg 2_Busker.JB 

Lat -33.8709 Long 
151.2064 

 

Leg 3   

Limited retail in base of 
commercial building 
(tailor) / Leg 
3_retail.JPG 

Lat -33.8710  

Long 151.2057 

 

Consistent pedestrian 
traffic / Leg 
3_pedestrian 
traffic.JPG 

Lat -33.8709 Long 
151.2059 
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Image description and 

file name   

Image GPS 

coordinates   

Image 

Trees in centre of path. 
Inconsistent building 
line edge due to 
stepped access from 
footpath / Leg 
3_obstacles.JPG 

Lat -33.8708 Long 
151.2061 

 

Cross fall towards road 
/ Leg 3_crossfall.JPG 

Lat -33.8710 Long 
151.2058 

 

Stairs grading out of 
footpath Leg 3_trip 
hazard.JPG 

Lat -33.8709 Long 
151.2061 
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Image description and 

file name   

Image GPS 

coordinates   

Image 

Line of trees planted 
close to building steps 
reducing path width left 
of trees / Leg 
3_obstacles.JPG 

Lat -33.8708 Long 
151.2061 

 

Leg 4   

Limited - café and 
convenience store / Leg 
4_cafe wo outdoor 
seat.JPG 

Lat -33.8709 Long 
151.2056 

 

Consistent pedestrian 
traffic / Leg 
4_pedestrians.JPG 

Lat -33.809 Long 
151.2053 
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Image description 

and file name   

Image GPS 

coordinates   

Image 

Step grading out of 
footpath / Leg 4_trip 
hazard.JPG 

Lat -33.8709 
Long 151.2054 

 

Leg 5   

Information sign and 
map. Advertising 
signage. Tree 
guards /Leg 5_info 
panel.JPG 

Lat  -33.8709 
Long 151.2046 
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Image description and 

file name   

Image GPS 

coordinates   

Image 

Leg 5_obstacle. JPG Lat -33.871 Long 
151.2046 

 

Info and map panel / 
Leg 5_info panel.JPG 

Lat  -33.8709 Long 
151.2046 
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Image description and 

file name   

Image GPS 

coordinates   

Image 

Leg 6   

Gradient between 1:20 
and 1:14 / Leg 
6_incline.JPG 

Lat -33.871057 
Long 151.204281 

 

Lift escalator or stair 
choice / Leg 6_lift 
stairs.JPG 

Lat -33.871051 
Long 151.202523 

 

Views to Darling 
Harbour / Darling 
Harbour views.JPG 

Lat -33.871033 
Long 151.202356 
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Image description and 

file name   

Image GPS 

coordinates   

Image 

Leg 7   

Tourist map midway on 
Bridge. And at western 
end / Leg 7_info panel 
1.JPG 

Lat -33.8709 Long 
151.2013 

 

Leg 7_info panel 2.JPG Lat -33.8702 Long 
151.1985 

 

Pyrmont Bridge. 
Darling Harbour. / Leg 
7_Darling Harbour.JPG 

Lat -33.870650 
Long 151.200763 
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Image description and 

file name   

Image GPS 

coordinates   

Image 

Leg 8   

Harbourside shopping 
centre / Leg 8.JPG  

 

Lat -33.8703     
Long 151.1984 

 

Several cafes include 
outdoor dining with 
tables run centrally 
through the shopping 
centre or in some cases 
along the shopfront 
edge / Leg 8_cafes w 
outdoor seaing.JPG 

Lat -33.8703    
Long 151.1984 

 

Numerous cafes / Leg 
8_cafes wo outdoor 
seaing.JPG 

Lat -33.8703    
Long 151.1984 
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Image description and 

file name   

Image GPS 

coordinates   

Image 

Full retail  / Leg 
8_retail.JPG 

Lat -33.8703    
Long 151.1984 

 

Advertising signage 
and café seating / Leg 
8_obstacles 

Lat -33.8703    
Long 151.1984 

 

22 in 3 banks with 2 
landings / Leg 
8_stairs.JPG 

Lat -33.8702    
Long 151.1992 
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Lift present at staircase 
/ Leg 8_lift.JPG 

Lat -33.8702    
Long 151.1989 

 

 

Note: The majority of images are originals sourced by the researchers in the field. In some cases, 
the image catalogue has been supplemented with images from Google Street view. The ‘Google’ 
trademark has been retained on these images.  
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Appendix 3: Route Description for Route A 
Possible layout for an online route description page.  

The user is prompted to click on symbols for further information about features along the route. 
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Appendix 4: Accessibility Map Mock-Up for Route A Legs 2 to 6 
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Appendix 5: Fieldwork Resources  

1 Pre-walkthrough questionnaire 

	

1.0 Participant information        

 
 

Office use 
only       

1.1 ID code        

         

          

1.2 Age         

         

1.3 Gender M F      

   q q      

         

 
  

Sydney 
CBD 

Inner City 
Suburbs 

Outer city 
suburbs Regional Other:   

1.4 Residential location  q q q q q   

         

1.5 How frequently do you visit 
Sydney CBD? 

7 days       
a week 

5 days        
a week 

once a 
week 

once a 
fortnight 

once a 
month never  

   q q q q q q  

         

1.6 What is the main purpose of 
your visits to the Sydney CBD? Work Shopping Day out Education 

Enter-
tainment  

Personal 
business Other 

   q q q q q q q 

         

 
  > 20  15 - 19 10 - 14 5 - 9 1 - 4 0  

1.7 In the last month how many 
times have you walked for 20 
minutes of more (for any 
purpose)?  

q q q q q q 
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2.0 Physical Accessibility       

   Yes No     

2.1 Are there any features of the 
urban environment or walking 
routes that make it physically 
difficult for you to get around as 
a pedestrian?  

q q 

    

 If yes, please describe these  

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

2.2 If yes, how do you overcome these difficulties? 
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3.0 Social Accessibility       

 

  
Very 

Welcome 
Fairly 

Welcome 

Not 
particularly 
welcome 

Not 
welcome at 

all   

3.1 How welcome do you feel when 
walking through Sydney's CBD?  

q q q q 
  

        

3.2 What features of the CBD urban environment make you feel more welcome? 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

 

 Very Safe Fairly Safe 

Not 
particularly 

safe 
Not safe at 

all   

3.3 How safe do you feel when 
walking through Sydney's CBD?  

q q q q 
  

        

3.4 What features of the CBD urban environment make you feel more safe? 
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4.0 Access to activities       

        

4.1 Below is a list of different Activities that may be present on streets and walking routes in Sydney's CBD. For each 
one, please indicate whether its presence on a given route would make you more likely to choose that route, less 
likely to choose that route, or make no difference in your choice about which route to take.  

  less likely neutral more likely    

 Cafes with outdoor dining q q q    

 Cafes without outdoor dining q q q    

 Playgrounds q q q    

 Exercise equipment q q q    

 Buskers/entertainers q q q    

 Information/interpretation panels 
(ie local history)  

q q q 
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5.0 Access to information       

        

 

  
Very 

carefully 
Fairly 

carefully 

Not 
particularly 

carefully 
Not carefully 

at all   

5.1 How carefully do you plan your 
walking routes?  q q q q   

        

5.2 What are the most important things for you to know about alternative walking routes in order to choose your 
route?  

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

        

   Map Signage App Other   

5.3 Would you prefer that 
information was provided in the 
form of a map, in the 
environment (signage etc), 
smart phone application (app), 
or in another form?  

q q q q 
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6.0 Other     

      

6.1 Apart from what we have already discussed, are there any other features of a walking route through a city that 
would make it: 

 a) more attractive to you  

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

 b) less attractive to you   
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2 Fieldwork Record Form 

 

Date  

Time   

Weather conditions  

Team members present  ❑ Luke 

Thompson 
❑ Meetu Sharma 

Saxena 
❑ Noam Raz ❑ Kate Rintoul  

Team member 
documenting 

❑ Luke 

Thompson 
❑ Meetu Sharma 

Saxena 
❑ Noam Raz ❑ Kate Rintoul  

Name of participant ❑ Dominick  ❑ Roxie  ❑ Ruth  ❑ Marianne  

 � Andy 
 

� Marissa 
 

� Valorie � Abigail 

Pre-walkthrough Questionnaire 

Questionnaire  ❑ Already 

submitted 
❑ Completed on 

site and attached 
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Route Choice 

Given the information 

shown on the map 

regarding accessibility, 

which route will you 

take? 

❑ A 

Market St 
❑ B 

Druitt St 
❑ C 

Bathurst St 
❑ D 

Kent/Liverpool St 

Why did you choose that route? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

What information is missing that you would prefer to know about before making a choice about which 

route to take? 
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Walkthrough Questions 

Observations ❑ Crowding/ 

Congestion 
❑ Special Events 

occurring 
❑ Road works ❑ Climatic 

discomfort 

Details     

 

 

 

Timing Start time  Finish Time  

Point out things on the route that make the experience positive or negative and explain why.  

Positive  Negative 
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Post Walkthrough Exercise  

Participant is given the set 28 of photographs labelled A-Z, A1, B1 in random order. Each relates to an 
element in the urban environment that impacts accessibility.  
Participant to classify each photograph by placing it in one of three piles 
A) Positive impact on Accessibility for them 
B) Neutral/no impact on Accessibility for them  
C) Negative impact on Accessibility for them 

Team member to put pile B) aside for later recording at conclusion of interview. 
Team member to lay out the pile A) Positive photographs for the participant to see.  
Participant to chose the top 5 from group and rank them in order of impact (1-Highest to 5-Lowest). 
Participant to then give a reason for each selection.  
Repeat the exercise with the pile C) Negative photographs.  
 
NOTE: For participants unable to see the photographs (vision impaired) revise questions as follows: 
 
Participants to describe the 5 positive and 5 negative factors which most impact accessibility for them. 
These factors are then to be ranked and the reasons explained as in the above exercise. 

Photo

graph 
Positive 

(P1-P-5) or  

Negative 

(N1-N5) 

Reason 

A   

B   

C   

D   

E   

F   

G   

H   

I   

J   

K   

L   
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M   

N   

O   

P   

Q   

R   

S   

T   

U   

V   

W   

X   

Y   

Z   

A1   

B1   

   

   

   

 
.   
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Post Walk – Final Questions 

What did you like most about the route you walked today? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What was the worst part of the route for you? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What positive/negative information was missing from the City of Sydney accessibility map that would 

have helped you when choosing the route? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Can you think of any other information that could be made available to help other people make more 

informed choices when choosing routes? 
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3 Photographs used in post-walkthrough exercise (28 total) 
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Appendix 6: Presentation to City of Sydney  
Slides presented to City of Sydney staff on 26 October 2016 
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Presenta8on	to	City	of	Sydney	 1	

I!
Heart !
Sydney!

But is Sydney easy to love?!

What impacts people’s experience of access?!

What impacts people’s experience of access?!

What information do people need or value when 
making decisions about accessible routes? !

What impacts people’s experience of access? !

What information do people need or value when 
making decisions about accessible routes?!

What opportunities are there to build on existing 
tools? !

$1.018 - $1.680 
saved per km per person!

$0.017 - $0.028 
avoided air pollution!

$0.005 - $0.009
in avoided noise !

$0.135 - $0.350 
in avoided car use costs !

1 km
walking =

Walkable streets

safer!

more active!

sydneymedia.com.au!
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Presenta8on	to	City	of	Sydney	 2	

physical access ! physical access! social access! physical access ! social access! access to activities!

physical access ! access to activities ! access to information!social access!

landmarks signage nodes districts

amenities terrain activities lighting

green networks time & distance separated paths alternatives

What information do people need or value when 
making decisions about accessible routes? !
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Presenta8on	to	City	of	Sydney	 3	

Delight . Courage . Challenge ! Delight . Courage . Challenge !

Marriane’s 
fiercely 
independent 
spirit came 
across throughout 
the walkthrough, as 
did the importance 
of the CBD as a 
lively, stimulating, 
social place, which 
is critical to her 
quality of life.! Roxie became excited about identifying landmarks and 

enjoyed being able to see a large areas of the city from one 
vantage point and she was enthusiastic about passing 
venues where she might attend activities on another day  !

Delight . Courage . Challenge !

Marissa used her cane with a degree 
of courage to measure the depth of 
level changes and walk closely along 
drop off points!

Where Marissa needed 
to locate signage or 
buttons, she 
confidently 
explored surfaces 
with her hands and 
limited vision. ! Delight . Courage . Challenge !
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Presenta8on	to	City	of	Sydney	 4	

These repeated 
detours left Andy 
exhausted and 
highlighted how 
what appeared 
initially to be a 
relatively short and 
straightforward 
pedestrian route can 
be 
unpredictable 
and severely 
challenging to a 
mobility scooter user!

In some cases the 
placements of elements 
that offered amenity, 
such as park benches 
or trees, presented 
accessibility 
challenges 
particularly for 
participants with vision 
impairment who 
struggled to 
negotiate green 
spaces without clear 
organising principles. !

physical access! access to activities! access to information!social access!

landmarks signage nodes districts

amenities terrain activities lighting

green networks time & distance separated paths alternatives

markers signage nodes districts

amenities terrain activities lighting

green networks time & distance separated paths alternatives

points of interest
information panels

landmarks

signs
audible cues

toilets
seating
shelter

path surface
lack of curb
obstacles

stairs
incline

trip hazards
path width

cafes
retail activity

crowds
buskers

entertainment
playgrounds

outdoor dining

parks
green space

travel time
total distance

distance between points

lifts
stairs

escalators
cycle/scooter ways

scooter access

markers signage nodes districts

amenities terrain activities lighting

green networks time & distance separated paths alternatives

points of interest
information panels

landmarks

signs
audible cues

toilets
seating
shelter

path surface
lack of curb
obstacles

stairs
incline

trip hazards
path width

cafes
retail activity

crowds
buskers

entertainment
playgrounds

outdoor dining

parks
green space

travel time
total distance

distance between points

lifts
stairs

escalators
cycle/scooter ways

landmarks signage nodes districts

amenities terrain activities lighting

green networks time & distance separated paths alternatives

landmarks

terrain activities

time & distance

How to provide people the information they 
need and value?!
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+!
landmarks

terrain activities

time & distance

! !1 in 14

27 steps between station 
concourse and street level. 
Two lifts are available 
adjacent to stairs

Stairs

Café seating along Queen 
Victoria Building arcade. 
Alternative route available 
along York Street

Cafés

Barriers, steps 
and trees obstruct 
footway

Obstacles
Market St 
crowded at 
weekday peak

Crowds

Queen Victoria Building 
Heritage arcade links 
Park St, Market St, 
George St and Pitt St

Points of Interest

27

!1 in 14

Barriers, steps 
and trees obstruct 
footway

Obstacles


